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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Estimation of the load carrying capacity of the adhesively bonded structures is the main challenge 

in the bonded constructions and structures prior to manufacture stage. Particularly, the adhesive 

joints in the railway and automotive industry increasingly becoming the most popular joining 

method recently. In order to make an accurate prediction of the load carrying capacity of an 

adhesive joint, modern fracture mechanic approaches are employed using the finite element 

package program “ABAQUS®”, in this dissertation study. In this regard, metallic substrates were 

considered to simulate structural mild steels having different tensile strengths. Then the adhesive 

joints were manufactured with two different epoxy adhesives which are Veropal HE20 and 

Carboresin. FE models of the adhesive joints were created for a variety of the different joint 

configurations. A validation procedure was followed between experimental and numerical failure 

loads, which corresponds to the maximum error of 18%. Besides, a parametric study was 

accomplished to establish a simple expression of the failure load in terms of the geometrical and 

material parameters of the adhesive joint. Moreover, the effect of each parameter on the joint load 

carrying capacity was examined and presented in the study. Finally, three design parameters; L/t, 

σa/σy and F/σyt were decided to be the most substantial for an optimum adhesive joint design.  

 

Keywords: Fracture mechanics, Single lap joint, FE method, Epoxy adhesive, Mild steel 
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SOUHRN 

 

Určení zatížitelnosti lepených spojů důležitým parametrem konstrukcí či zařízení při jejich 

konstrukčním návrhu. V současné době se výrazně zvyšuje podíl lepených spojů při výrobě 

automobilů či kolejových vozidel. V některých aplikacích je spojování lepením již hlavním 

způsobem spojování dílů. Pro určení zatížitelnosti lepených spojů je dnes možno využít poznatků 

lomové mechaniky a chování spojů simulovat s využitím metody konečných prvků. V případě této 

disertační práce byl použit software “ABAQUS®”. Pro simulace byly uvažovány nelegované 

konstrukční oceli s různými mechanickými vlastnostmi (rozdílnou mezí pevnosti). Jako lepidla 

byla použita epoxidová lepidla s rozdílnými mechanickými vlastnostmi - Veropal HE20 a 

Carboresin. Modely pro řešení zatížitelnosti s využitím metody konečných prvků byly vytvořeny 

pro rozdílná konstrukční uspořádání lepených spojů. Ověření modelů bylo provedeno srovnáním 

s reálnými vzorky. Porovnáním síly pro porušení lepených spojů získaných při simulačních 

výpočtech a při experimentech byla zjištěna odchylka maximálně 18%. Cílem práce bylo vytvoření 

parametrické studie, na jejímž základě bylo možno získat rovnici pro zatížitelnost lepeného spoje 

s ohledem na geometrické a materiálové parametry lepených spojů. Pro určení únosnosti spojů byly 

navrženy tři parametry spoje L/t, σa/σy and F/σyt, které se ukázaly, že mají největší vliv na kvalitu 

lepených spojů.  

 

Klíčová slova : lomová mechanika, jednoduše přeplátovaný lepený spoj, metoda konečných prvků, 

epoxidové lepidlo, konstrukční ocel. 
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1 

 

 

Introduction 
 

 

Adhesive bonding techniques have been utilized in industry to join a great variety of 

components ranging in scale from very small electronic parts to large assemblies. Adhesive 

bonding has received an expanding interest in many industries, e.g. aerospace, automotive, 

composite materials, electronics, and railway vehicles, as an alternative to traditional joining 

methods such as welding, riveting, screwing, etc. The strength evaluation and failure analysis of 

adhesively bonded joints in various applications are important topics. Accordingly, great efforts 

have been made in finding the influences of material and geometrical parameters on the load 

carrying capacity of adhesive bonding structures, so as to design optimal structures with proper 

adhesives for practical requirements in engineering. Fracture mechanics is a common and essential 

tool for understanding and predicting the failure of machine components. For many years, 

researchers have been focusing on the durability of materials; the main approach for this is to 

identify when failure will occur. This mainly concerns nucleation and propagation of cracks in a 

body. The external load applied on the material could cause a crack to initiate, or could cause 

growth of an already existing crack and the presence of a crack could lead to rupture when the 

crack propagates directly through the body. To predict the strength of the adhesive bonding and 

where fracture will occur, the continuum damage mechanics or fracture mechanics is employed. In 

recent years, more attention has been paid on the fracture mechanic approach since simulation of 

crack initiation and propagation is out of the scope of the classical continuum damage mechanics. 

Moreover, the cohesive zone model approach is increasingly becoming the most popular field in 

predicting the failure phenomena in adhesive bonding structures.  
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2 

 

 

Literature Review 
 

 

2.1 History of Cohesive Zone Models  

There are many traction separation laws [1, 2] proposed and successfully implemented to 

predict fracture behaviors. Various laws with specific attention focused on the shape and the value 

parameters of the models are as follows: Needleman used polynomial and exponential types of 

traction-separation equations to simulate particle debonding in metal matrices [3, 4]. Xu and 

Needleman [5] used the CZM models to study the void nucleation at the interface of particle and 

matrix material, fast crack growth in brittle material under dynamic loading, and dynamic crack 

growth along the interface of biomaterials. Tvergaard and Hutchinson [6] used a trapezoidal shape 

of the traction-separation model to calculate the crack growth resistance in elastic-plastic materials. 

Tvergaard [7] used a quadratic traction-displacement equation to analyze interfaces. Camacho and 

Ortiz [8] employed a linear cohesive fracture model to propagate multiple cracks along arbitrary 

paths during impact damage in brittle materials. Geubelle [9] utilized a bilinear CZM to simulate 

spontaneous initiation and propagation of transverse matrix cracks and delamination fronts in thin 

composite plates subjected to low-velocity impact. Among the various forms of cohesive laws, 

there is one common feature, i.e. as the cohesive surfaces separate, the traction first increases until 

a maximum is reached, and subsequently the traction decreases to zero, which results in complete 

separation. This holds for both the normal and the shear direction. The cohesive strength is usually 

related to the yield stress of the material involved [10]. It is also the maximum resistance to fracture. 

During the material separation process, energy is dissipated; this energy corresponds to the 

cohesive energy. The cohesive length introduces a length scale which enables mesh independent 
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simulation results. The traction-separation relations play an important role in the macroscopic 

mechanical response of the system [11]. Xu and Needleman’s [5] exponential law is used for the 

numerical simulation in following sections. This model provides smooth traction- separation 

relation and is therefore more stable than the discontinuous models, such as the bilinear model.  

2.2 Design of Adhesively Bonded Single Lap Joints  

Epoxy adhesives, which are widely chosen for bonding process in terms of its applicability 

to a wide range of material types, become very popular regarding to its higher strength and 

temperature resistance among the other adhesives. They mainly consist of an epoxy resin plus a 

hardener. They allow great versatility in formulation since there are many resins and many different 

hardeners. Epoxy adhesives are available in one-part or two part form and can be supplied as 

flowable liquids, as highly thixotropic products with gap-filling capability of up to 25mm [11].  

The increased application of adhesive joints was accompanied by the development of 

mathematical models in order to analyse the fracture behaviour of those joints. Both analytical and 

numerical models have been developed. Analytical models such as the oldest work proposed by 

Goland and Reissner [12] usually involve many simplifying assumptions. They introduced 

equations to predict the shearing and normal stresses in the adhesive layer as well as those in the 

jointed plates, assuming that the peel and shear stresses were constants across the adhesive 

thickness. In Cornell’s work [13], a variation and extension of Goland and Reissner’s method [12] 

was presented for determining the stresses in adhesive lap-joints. He assumes that the two lap-joint 

plates act like simple beam and the more elastic adhesive layer is an infinite number of shear and 

tension springs [14]. Hart-Smith has produced an enormous amount of work on continuum 

mechanics of adhesive joints, for example [14, 15, and 16].  

For practical application of adhesively bonded joints, single lap joints are generally preferred 

to be analysed due to its ease of operation in many fields and assemblies. However, the peeling 

stresses generated on the edge of adhesive and adherent interfaces make estimation of failure load 

and strength difficult accompanied by the geometrical and material non-linearity [17]. In the 

previous works of literature, there are generally two outstanding methods; one is stress and strain 

based methods and the other is fracture mechanic approach. Stress and strain method considers 

some maximum and minimum values depending on the some failure criterion equations. For the 

estimation of failure loads, many researchers performed some numerical finite element analysis 
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[14-18] considering different material and failure behaviour. In these studies, some failure 

approaches such as elastic failure mechanism, failure envelope, cohesive zone modelling and some 

peak stress and strain values were proposed. On the other hand, for practical prediction of static 

strength of a single lap joint, implementation of fracture mechanics approach requires some 

information about the toughness, failure mode shape (cohesive, adhesive delamination and stress 

and strain singularities) that can be obtained early stage of design and manufacture. These methods 

are only applicable in the case of performing several experiments that increases cost the operation. 

The failure load of adhesively bonded joints is not only influenced by the geometry of the joints 

but also by material behaviour. 

In the literature, most of researches focused on improving the strength of the joints, and 

some techniques were therefore developed in order to realize the aim. Some researches tried to 

explain adhesive strength by modifying the shape of the joints and investigating such as overlap 

length, adhesive bondline thickness [25, 26, 27 and 28]. Others presented the surface treatments on 

the overlap area before bonding [29, 30, 31 and 32].  

Mahoney et al., [33] carried out numerical analysis (finite element method, FEM) by using 

a cohesive-zone model for the two adherend–adhesive interfaces and a continuum damage model 

for the bulk adhesive. He [34] has given an extensive review of finite element analysis of adhesively 

bonded joints. Damage modelling in adhesive joints has been classified into either local or 

continuum approaches. In the continuum approach the damage is modelled over a finite region. 

Where as in local approach, the damage is confined to zero volume lines and surfaces and is often 

referred to as cohesive zone approach [34]. Xu and Wei’s study [35, 36] aimed to perform a 

numerical model utilizing FEM is established to describe the mechanical behaviours of the single 

lap joints subjected to tensile loading. In spite of the fact that numerical investigations have been 

conducted using cohesive zone damage models in bonded joints mentioned as above, a predictive 

model is required to determine an mechanical properties of interfacial adhesion failure of bonded 

single lap joints corresponding to surface characteristic features.  

2.3 Advantages of Adhesively Bonded Joints 

The bond is continuous: On loading, there is more uniform distribution of stresses over the bonded 

area. The local concentrations of stresses present in spot welded or mechanically fastened joints 

are avoided. Bonded structures can consequently offer a longer life under load. 
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Stiffer structures: The bonded joint- being continuous- produces a stiffer structure. Alternatively, 

if increased stiffness is not needed, the weight of the structure can be decreased while maintaining 

the required stiffness. 

Improved appearance: Adhesive bonding gives a smooth appearance to design. There are no 

protruding fasteners such as screws of rivets, and no spot-welds marks. 

Complex assemblies: Complex assemblies often that cannot be joined together in any other feasible 

way with adhesives. Composite sandwich structures are a typical example. 

Dissimilar materials: Adhesives can join different materials together- materials that may differ in 

composition, moduli, coefficients of expansion, or thickness. 

Reduced corrosion: The continuous adhesive bond forms a seal. The joint consequently leak proof 

and less prone to corrosion.  

Electrically insulating: The adhesive bond can provide usually an electrically insulating barrier 

between surfaces. 

Reduced stress concentrations: The bonded structure is a safer structure because, owing to the 

fewer and less severe concentrations of stresses, fatigue cracks are less likely to occur. A fatigue 

crack in a bonded structure will propagate more slowly than in a riveted structure- or even in a 

machined profile because the bond-lines act as a crack stopper. 

Jointing sensitive materials: Adhesive bonding does not need high temperatures. It is suitable 

means for joining together heat-sensitive materials prone to distortion or to a change in properties 

from the heat of brazing or welding. 

Vibration damping: Adhesive bonds have good damping properties. The capacity may be useful 

for reducing sound or vibration. 

Simplicity: Adhesive bonding can simplify assembly procedures by replacing several mechanical 

fasteners with a single bond, or by allowing several components to be joined in one operation. 

Adhesive bonding may be used in combination with spot welding or riveting techniques in order 

to improve the performance of the complete structure. All these advantages may be translated into 

economic advantages; improved design, easier assembly, lighter weight (inertia overcome at low 

energy expenditure), longer life in service. 

2.4 Limitations of Adhesively Bonded Joints 

Temperature resistance: Adhesives are typically drawn from the class of materials which we know 

as ‘polymers‘, ‘plastics‘or ‘synthetic resin‘. They have the limitations of that class. They are not as 
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strong as metals. (The difference is offset by the increased surface contact area provided by the 

bonded joints). With increasing temperature the bond strength decreases and the strain properties 

of the adhesive move from elastic to plastic. This transition is usually in the temperature range 70-

220ºC; the transition temperature depends on the particular adhesive.  

Chemical resistance: The resistance of bonded joints to the in-service environment is dependent 

on the properties of the polymer from which the adhesive is made. Possible exposure of the bonded 

structure to oxidizing agents, solvents, etc., must be kept in mind when selecting the adhesive type 

to use. 

Curing time: With most adhesives maximum bond strength is not produced instantly as it is with 

mechanical fastening or with welding. The assembled joint must be supported for at least part of 

the time during which strength of the bond is building up. The quality of the bond may be adversely 

affected if, in the bonding process, the surfaces are not readily wetted by the adhesive. 

Process controls: Ensuring consistently good results may necessitate the setting up of unfamiliar 

process controls. A badly made joint is often impossible to correct. 

In service repair: Bonded assemblies are usually not easily dismantled for in-service repair. 

2.5 Modern Adhesive Types and Main Characteristics 

Modern adhesives are classified either by the way they are used or by their chemical type. 

The strongest adhesives solidify by a chemical reaction. Less strong types harden by some physical 

change. Key types in today’s industrial scene are as follows. 

 

Fig. 2.1. Practical examples of adhesive fastening in supported core constructions [11]. 
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Anaerobics: Anaerobic adhesives harden when in contact with metal and air is excluded, e.g. when 

a screw is tight in a thread. Often known as ‘locking compounds’ or ‘sealants’, they are 

used to secure, seal and retain turned, threaded, or similarly close-fitting parts. They are based on 

synthetic resins known as acrylics. Due to the curing process, anaerobic adhesives do not have gap-

filling capability but have advantage of relatively rapid curing. 

Cyanoacrylates: A special type of acrylic, cyanoacrylate adhesives cure through reaction with 

moisture held on the surfaces to be bonded. They need close-fitting joints. Usually they solidify in 

seconds and are suited to small plastic parts and to rubber. Cyanoacrylate adhesives have relatively 

little gap-filling capability but can be obtained in liquid and thixotropic (non-flowing) versions. 

Toughened Acrylics/Methacrylates: A modified type of acrylic, these adhesives are fast-curing 

and offer high strength and toughness. Supplied as two parts (resin and catalyst), they are usually 

mixed prior to application, but specialized types are available which are applied by separate 

application: resin to one bond surface, catalyst to the other. They tolerate minimal surface 

preparation and bond well to a wide range of materials. The products are available in a wide range 

of cure speeds and as liquids or pastes which will gap-fill up to 5mm. 

UV curable adhesives: Specially modified acrylic and epoxy adhesives, which can be cured very 

rapidly by exposure to UV radiation. Acrylic UV adhesives cure extremely rapidly on exposure to 

UV, but require one substrate to be UV transparent. The UV initiated epoxy adhesives can be 

irradiated before closing the bondline, and cure in a few hours at ambient temperature or may be 

cured at elevated temperature. 

Epoxies: Epoxy adhesives consist of an epoxy resin plus a hardener. They allow great versatility 

in formulation since there are many resins and many different hardeners. They form extremely 

strong durable bonds with most materials. Epoxy adhesives are available in one-part or two-part 

form and can be supplied as flowable liquids, as highly thixotropic products with gap-filling 

capability of up to 25mm, or as films. 

Polyurethanes: Polyurethane adhesives are commonly one part moisture curing or two-part. They 

provide strong resilient joints, which are resistant to impacts. They are useful for bonding GRP 

(glass fibre-reinforced plastics) and certain thermoplastic materials and can be made with a range 

of curing speeds and supplied as liquids or with gap-filling capability of up to 25mm. 
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Modified Phenolics: The first adhesives for metals, modified phenolics now have a long history 

of successful use for making high strength metal-to-metal and metal-to-wood joints, and for 

bonding metal to brake-lining materials. Modified phenolic adhesives require heat pressure for the 

curing process. 

Plastisols: Plastisol adhesives are modified PVC dispersions which require heat to harden. The 

resultant joints are often resilient and tough. 

Rubber adhesives: Based on solutions of latexes, rubber adhesives solidify through loss of solvent 

or water. They are not suitable for sustained loading. 

Polyvinyl Acetates (PVAs): Vinyl acetate is the principal constituent of the PVA emulsion 

adhesives. They are suited to the bonding of porous materials, such as paper or wood, and general 

packaging work. 

Pressure-sensitive adhesives: Suited to use on tapes and labels, pressure-sensitive adhesives do 

not solidify but are often able to withstand adverse environments. They are not suitable for 

sustained loading. The shear strength properties of these type adhesives are presented in Fig. 2.2 

depending on varying temperature range to have an idea of possibility of implementing in   practical 

applications. 

Fig. 2.2 Comparison of cryogenic and low temperature adhesives [12]. 

2.6 Methods of Improving the Joint Efficiency   

As mentioned earlier, joints should be specifically designed for adhesive bonding. Figure 2.2 

illustrates various types of adhesive joints used for flat adherends. Adhesive bonds designed to 
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follow the following general principles will result in maximum effectiveness; the bonded area 

should be as large as possible within the allowable geometry and weight constraints.  A maximum 

percentage of the bonded area should contribute to the strength of the joint.  The adhesive should 

be stressed in the direction of its maximum strength. Stress should be minimized in the direction 

in which the adhesive is weakest. Thermosetting adhesives, such as epoxies, are relatively rigid 

and exhibit high tensile and shear strength under both dynamic loading and static loading. Such 

adhesives also have good fatigue resistance. However, rigid brittle adhesives are not recommended 

for bonds stressed in peel or cleavage. Elastomeric adhesives, on the other hand, have low tensile 

or shear strength, but these adhesives develop high peel or cleavage strength. Adhesives that 

possess high tensile and shear strength over short periods of static stress give poor results over 

longer periods or under vibrating stresses. 

 

Fig. 2.3. Stress distributions along the bond-line of adhesive layer for various loading conditions [11]. 

Compression  

When loaded in pure compression, a joint is less likely to fail than when loaded in any other 

manner, but compression-loaded joints are limited in application.  

Tension 

This type of loading imposes an even stress across the whole bonded area, utilizing the joint area 

to the best advantage and providing an economical joint that is most resistant to joint failure. 

Whenever possible, most of the load should be transmitted through the joint as a shear load. 
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Shear 

The strengths of joints loaded in tension or shear are comparable. As in shear, the stress is evenly 

distributed over the joint area, but it is not always possible to be sure that other stresses are not 

present. If the applied load is offset to any degree, the advantage of an evenly distributed stress is 

lost and the joint is more likely to undergo failure. The adherends should be thick with this type of 

joint and not likely to deflect to any appreciable degree under the applied load. Such a situation 

will result in non-uniform stress. Tensile stress develops when forces acting perpendicular to the 

plane of the joint are distributed uniformly over the entire area of the bond. The types of stress 

likely to result when other than completely axial loads are applied are cleavage and peel. As 

adhesives generally have poor resistance to cleavage and peel, joints designed to load the adhesive 

in tension should have physical restraints to ensure axial loading. 

 

Fig. 2.4. (a) Dependence of strength of a single lap joint on overlap and adherend thickness ratio under the action of 

uni-axial tensile loading. (b) Dependence of shear strength on bond width and bond overlap. Strength increases linearly 

with increasing joint width. The increase in strength with increasing overlap is gradual; after a particular overlap is 

reached, there is no further increase in joint strength [37]. 

Peel  

One or both of the adherends must be flexible in this type of loading. A very high stress is applied 

to the boundary line of the joint, and unless the joint is wide or the load is small, failure of the bond 

will occur. This type of loading is to be avoided if possible.  
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Cleavage  

Cleavage is somewhat similar to peel and occurs when forces at one end of a rigid bonded assembly 

act to split the adherends apart. It may be considered as a situation in which an offset tensile force 

or a moment has been applied. The stress is not evenly distributed (as is the case with tension) but 

is concentrated on one side of the joint. A sufficiently large area is needed to accommodate this 

stress, resulting in a more costly joint. 
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3 

 

 

Objectives  of the Dissertation 
 

 

 

3.1 Motivation  

The strength of adhesive bonding or joints strongly depends on the direction and 

distribution of the stresses as a result of applied load. There are mainly three kind of stresses such 

as shear, peeling and tension stresses in adhesively bonded lap joints. In the failure analysis, these 

stresses should be carefully considered in order to determine source of the failure. There are also 

other effective factors directly changing the stress and strain behavior of the adhesive joints. These 

factors are commonly nonlinear adherend and adhesive behavior, type of the joint, (i.e. single lap, 

double lap, scarf and so on) and nature of the loading. Today, predicting the strength of adhesive 

joint are becoming the most popular and essential subject among them. For this reason, there have 

been many approaches by many authors in the literature. But most of them are restricted to simple 

approaches assuming linear elastic material properties for adherend or adhesive material. 

Furthermore, continuum damage mechanics have been the main tool to assess failure phenomena 

in the adhesive joints. Many of the proposed theories depend on the analytical closed form 

solutions, which excludes large displacement effects and non-linear material response. In this 

regard, a more efficient approach should be implemented to realize failure analysis of more 

complicated material and geometry responses to stimulate the reality. On the other hand, it would 

be unreasonable to perform experimental failure analysis for a variety of the different joint 

configurations in terms of manufacture effort, process control, waste of time and cost. To predict 

failure load of bonded structures, a fracture mechanics approach is introduced instead of classical 

damage mechanics models in this thesis.  
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3.2 The Theoretical Part  

In this study, the failure loads of the adhesively bonded single lap joints is investigated 

employing a fracture mechanic approach. FE method is utilized with an appropriate method which 

is called “Cohesive zone model”. This progressive failure model is applied on different joint 

configurations and adhesive materials. In the scope of the thesis, following items are aimed to make 

a contribution on the precise estimation of failure load; 

 Employing elastic-plastic adherend material in the progressive failure analysis to 

understand influence of plasticity on the joint strength for some kind of structural steels as 

a substrate material. Accordingly, developing a mathematical formulation to express 

nonlinear material model of the adherend up to fracture point then using it in FE solutions.  

 Similarly, proposing a simple mathematical relation for both ductile and brittle epoxy 

adhesives to construct their stress and strain diagrams in terms of modulus of elasticity and 

ultimate tensile strength. Particularly, it is intended to obtain stress-strain diagram of 

various adhesives using this approach then ease of application in analytical and FE 

solutions. Thus, conducting many tensile tests of bulk adhesive samples would be no longer 

essential, which provide ease of application in practice.  

 The thickness of adhesive layer is one of the important parameter in the adhesive joint 

design. Its influence on the joint strength, toughness and stiffness should be understood as 

much as possible. For this purpose, some general information about the adhesive layer 

thickness influence are aimed. Therefore, variation of adhesive strength, stiffness and 

fracture energy with respect to thickness parameter are intended to be evaluated.  

 Replacing the adhesive layer by a zero thickness cohesive zone model to see how the joint 

strength and induced stress distribution in the vicinity of bonded area are affected. Because 

in practical applications, applying thinner adhesive layer as much as possible is suggested 

in the many literature surveys. Although it seems not feasible to manufacture zero thickness 

adhesive layer in practice, the change in the adhesive joint design parameters can be 

demonstrated as a function of critical thickness value.  

 Expressing how the design parameters such as adhesive tensile strength, stiffness, fracture 

energy rate, adherend rigidity and yield point affect the load carrying capacity of the 

adhesive joints. Additionally, deriving the normalized design parameters for the adhesive 
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joint manufacture and finding their optimum range for an efficient joint design are expected 

to be searched. The possibility of establishing a simple analytical relation to evaluate the 

joint strength or efficiency is one of the point of interest in the scope of the thesis.   

3.3 The Experimental Part  

A series of the experiments are conducted during the study concerning the behavior of the 

bulk adhesive materials and the joint characterization. The purpose and contribution of each 

experiment are described in the following items;  

 Validating the developed mathematical expressions for stress versus strain diagrams 

of ductile and brittle epoxy adhesives to see how the experimental data fit the 

theoretical results. To perform this task, two kinds of epoxy adhesives; Veropal HE-

20 and Carboresin are chosen which represent ductile and brittle behavior, 

respectively.  

 Similar to previous item, the same procedure is aimed to follow for the adherend 

material. The engineering and true stress-strain diagrams for a structural steel 

“S235” are to be performed for the comparison purposes. In the scope of the thesis, 

the single lap joints with structural mild steel adherends are planned to be the major 

topic. For this reason, all the results and governed equations are expected to be valid 

for the adhesive joints with the structural steel adherends. 

 The failure loads obtained from progressive FE simulations must be validated for 

variety of the adhesive joint configurations. This enables possibility of comparison 

how the employed FE model approximates the experimental failure loads. 

Therefore, some joint configurations are intended to be manufactured for ductile 

and brittle adhesives. The cohesive zone parameters which are required to input FE 

analysis are to be determined by the corresponded experiments. The details of each 

experiment types and procedures are extensively mentioned in the following 

chapters of the thesis.  
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4 

 

Material Nonlinearity and Description  

of Progressive Failure Model 
 

 

 

4.1 Cohesive Zone Damage Model 

In this study, the bi-linear traction-separation cohesive law is employed for the progressive 

failure analysis and predicting of failure mechanism of adhesive layer. Fig. 4.1 demonstrates this 

cohesive law with the key points O, A, B, C and D. At point O, the joint is not loaded and there is 

no separation. Through the path OA, the joint is loaded but no material damage is appeared so that 

unloading is completely reversible. The slope K (the initial cohesive stiffness) is usually chosen to 

be large so that the separation is small. At point A (with separation c) the cohesive traction reaches 

the maximum allowable value (the cohesive strength) denoted by tc. Beyond point A, material 

damage occurs and the cohesive stiffness is reduced. For example, at an arbitrary point B (with 

separation, i) between points A and C, the unloading path goes linearly towards point O instead 

of going back to point A and then to point O. The cohesive stiffness drops down from the initial 

value K to the current value Ki and the allowable traction drops down from the initial cohesive 

strength tc  to the current value ti. When the allowable traction drops down to zero at point C (which 

corresponds to the current physical crack tip), the separation is equal to f and complete material 

separation occurs. Then either a new crack is nucleated (when a crack does not already exist) or 

the tip of an existing crack propagates [38].  
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Fig. 4.1 The bilinear cohesive traction-separation law. 

The traction–separation law assumes an initial linear elastic behaviour followed by linear 

evolution of damage. Elasticity is defined by an elastic constitutive matrix relating stresses and 

strains across the adhesive interface [39]. 

 
𝑡 = {

𝑡𝑛
𝑡𝑠
} = [

𝐾𝑛𝑛 𝐾𝑛𝑠
𝐾𝑛𝑠 𝐾𝑠𝑠

] . {
𝛿𝑛
𝛿𝑠
} = 𝐾𝛿 (4.1) 

 

The matrix K contains the stiffness parameters of the adhesive layer, given by the relevant 

elastic moduli. A suitable approximation for thin adhesive layers is provided with Knn=E, Kss=G, 

Kns=0; E and G are the longitudinal and transverse elastic moduli, respectively [40]. In single lap 

joint configuration, both peeling (Mode I) and shear (Mode II) stresses play an important role in 

the failure mechanism. In this case, damage initiation in mixed-mode condition is evaluated by a 

quadratic stress criterion including the traction stress components (tn, ts) and the critical cohesive 

strengths (σc, τc), as shown in Eq. (4.1). σc and τc represent the critical stresses in normal and shear 

directions, respectively. < > are the Macaulay brackets such that < x >=0.5(x+|x|), emphasizing 

that a purely compressive stress state does not initiate damage. 

 
(
<𝑡𝑛>

𝜎𝑐
)
2

+ (
𝑡𝑠

𝜏𝑐
)
2

= 1  (4.2) 
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Crack growth of the cohesive layer is evaluated by a linear criterion considering the energy 

release rates (GI, GII) and the fracture toughnesses (ГI, ГII), as shown in Eq. (4.3). Damage initiation 

at a given element starts when the equality of Eq. (4.2) is satisfied, and complete separation occurs 

ruled by Eq. (4.3) in a similar way. The shape of the traction–separation law for each mode is 

defined as a bilinear model, as shown in Fig. 1, with three cohesive parameters: fracture toughness 

(Г), critical cohesive stress (σc, τc) and initial stiffness (Kn, Ks).  

 𝐺𝐼
Г𝐼
+
𝐺𝐼𝐼
Г𝐼𝐼

= 1 (4.3) 

                         

The cohesive zone model in pure modes I and II is constructed using the Double Cantilever 

Beam (DCB) test and the End Notched Flexure (ENF) test, respectively. More extended 

information about the damage evaluation index parameter D and employment of the progressive 

failure algorithm are given in the following sections. For failure estimation, mixed mode approach 

is employed to well prediction of failure loads. Main structure of the mixed mode model is to be 

further extended in FE simulation details section. 

4.2 Thickness-Dependence Cohesive Parameters 

 As the bilinear cohesive zone model is employed for progressive failure simulation of the 

adhesive, three cohesive zone parameters are required in normal and shear directions. These 

parameters are the initial stiffness, fracture toughness and critical separation strength for each 

aforementioned pure mode directions. However, these parameters would be highly influenced by 

the adhesive thickness. For example, it is quite difficult to obtain uniform thickness over a large 

bonded area in practical application of bonded structures, so that it may lead to an unexpected 

failure. To capture thickness effect on the cohesive zone parameters, the relationship between these 

parameters and thickness would be presented in this section. 

4.2.1 Initial Stiffness 

The initial stiffness of CZ model represents the slope value of the rising part of the traction 

separation curve shown in Fig. 4.1. It is used to describe the ratio between the cohesive stress and 

separation displacement before the adhesive damage occurs, which is quite similar to the stiffness 

coefficient of a spring. Obviously, the initial stiffness is dominated by the elastic properties together 
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with the adhesive thickness η. Based on the present investigation, initial stiffnesses in normal and 

shear directions can be described as; 

 𝐾0
𝑛 =

𝐸

𝜂
    𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝐾0

𝑠 =
𝐺

𝜂
 (4.4) 

where E and G denote the Young’s modulus and shear modulus, respectively. The relation between 

the separation strength σc and critical separation displacement δc could be obtained; 

 𝛿𝑐
𝑛 =

𝜂𝜎𝑐
𝐸
    𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝛿𝑐

𝑠 =
𝜂𝜏𝑐
𝐺

 (4.5) 

In this expression, it is quite clear that the critical separation displacement at the damage 

initiation is linearly dependent to thickness of the adhesive layer. Contrary, initial thickness value 

changes adversely with the increasing adhesive thickness. Obviously, it is an indication of ductile 

to brittle material transition response of cohesive layer as the thickness gets thinner.  

4.2.2 Total Fracture Energy  

 In general, the mixed total fracture energy of CZM can be evaluated by Eq. (4.6) 

considering the adhesive layer as an equivalent cohesive layer. In other word, the adhesive layer 

with a certain thickness dissipates two types of energies, including the cohesive energy Гo and 

plastic dissipation energy Гp, which denote the energy making the adhesive layer separated and the 

energy dissipated during the plastic deformation, respectively. Therefore, the total fracture energy 

Г can be expressed 

 Г = Г0 + Г𝑝 (4.6) 

where Гp can be obtained by integrating the work density through the adhesive layer thickness 

 

Г𝑝 = ∫(∫ 𝜎𝑑휀
𝜀

0

)

𝜂

0

𝑑𝜂 (4.7) 

Where ε is strain component through the thickness of adhesive layer corresponding to relevant 

stress component of σ. For relatively small adhesive thickness, Гp can be simplified to below Eq. 

4.8 assuming that the thickness is smaller than plastic zone height in front of crack tip. 
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 Г𝑝 ≈ 𝜂𝑈 (4.8) 

Where U is the area under stress strain curve of bulk adhesive. In reality, the plastic dissipation Гp 

is significantly influenced by the plastic zone height that would be constrained by the adhesive 

thickness [6, 11, 14, and 15]. The length that scales the plastic dissipation zone in front of crack 

tip, for the plane strain small-scale yielding condition, is expressed as [41] 

 
𝑟𝑝(𝜃) = 𝛼(𝜃)

1

3𝜋

𝐸

1 − 𝜐2
Г0
𝜎2

 (4.9) 

where θ is the angle with respect to the crack plane. The maximum length of plastic zone is 

evaluated for θ=90º. Hence, α(90º) can be regarded as equal to rp
max. When the adhesive thickness 

is smaller than the plastic zone length, the plastic dissipation energy is obtained by Eq. (4.8), and 

when the adhesive thickness is larger than the plastic zone length, the plastic dissipation energy 

would keep at a constant value dominated by rp
max [42]. Based on the above statement, the total 

fracture energy would be expressed by 

 
Г = Г0 + Гp = {

Г0 + ηU, η < 2rp
max

Г0 + 2rp
maxU, η ≥ 2rp

max (4.10) 

 

4.2.3 Separation Strength 

 Separation strength refers to maximum cohesive stress between crack planes at the tip of 

crack. Its value significantly changes for various adhesive thicknesses and should be taken into 

account for simulating proper crack propagation in adhesive layer. Therefore, based on the bilinear 

traction separation law   shown in Fig. 4.1, the constitutive relations can be derived as following 

using fracture energy. 

 
𝜎𝑐 =

2Г

𝛿𝑓
 (4.11) 

A dimensionless critical separation ratio λ=δc/δf which is almost regardless of adhesive thickness 

would be introduced. Thus, substituting critical separation ratio and δc=σc/K0 in Eq. (4.11) gives; 
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 𝜎𝑐 = √2𝜆𝐾0Г (4.12) 

Cohesive zone model simulates relatively small thicknesses comparing to adhesive thickness. 

Furthermore, separation strength σc is larger than the bulk adhesive strength σu until a critical 

thickness value of the adhesive ηc is reached. Beyond this critical thickness value corresponding to 

initial stiffness K0, the separation and bulk adhesive strength become nearly identical. Thus λ could 

be rewritten  

 
𝜆 =

𝛿𝑐
𝛿𝑓
=

𝜎𝑢/𝐾0
2(Г0 + 𝜂𝑐𝑈)/𝜎𝑢

=
𝜎𝑢
2

2𝐾0(Г0 + 𝜂𝑐𝑈)
 (4.13) 

 

Substituting equation (4.13) into equation (4.12) and introducing dimensionless intrinsic energy 

parameter, namely µ=ηcU/Г0 concludes 

 

𝜎𝑐
𝜎𝑢
= √

𝐾0Г

𝐾0(Г0 + 𝜂𝑐𝑈)
= √

Г
Г0

(1 +
𝜂𝑐𝑈
Г0
) (
𝜂
𝜂𝑐
)
=

{
 
 

 
 
√
1 + µ(

𝜂
𝜂𝑐
)

(1 + µ) (
𝜂
𝜂𝑐
)
, 𝜂 < 𝜂𝑐

1, 𝜂 ≥ 𝜂𝑐

 (4.14) 

 

In the same way, using the dimensionless intrinsic energy parameter the total fracture energy 

relation can be simplified into the form deduced from equation (4.10) 

 
Г

Г0
= {

1 + µ(
𝜂
𝜂𝑐
)

(1 + µ)
, 𝜂 < 𝜂𝑐

1, 𝜂 ≥ 𝜂𝑐

 (4.15) 

 

Here, it is readily pointed out that the parameter µ plays an important role in controlling both 

fracture energy and separation strength. In fact, µ is an indication of toughness of the adhesive 

layer, which is higher for higher µ. For an extensive understanding of influence of the thickness on 

the cohesive zone model parameters, some graphical representations would be given. 
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Fig. 4.2 Normalized separation strength with respect to toughness and adhesive thickness ratios. 

 As the adhesive thickness is increased, normalized separation strength sharply drops down 

for relatively lower toughness values (e.g. µ=0.1). Contrary, at higher toughness values (e.g. 

µ=100), the bulk strength of the adhesive becomes less dependent to the thickness ratio. It is noted 

that employing relatively small adhesive thicknesses lead better joint separation strength up to 

nearly 8 times larger than that of bulk sample (see Fig. 4.2). Furthermore, ductile adhesives  

 

Fig. 4.3 Normalized total fracture energy as a function of toughness and adhesive thickness ratio. 
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(corresponding to high µ values) has the separation strength which are almost the identical at 

different thicknesses. In opposition, total fracture energy values (in Fig. 4.3) rises significantly at 

relatively high toughness values (e.g µ=10). The thickness value becomes increasingly dominant 

for larger µ values whereas its influence roughly disappears as the µ getting smaller shown in Fig. 

4.3. 

4.3 Material and Geometry Description 

 Both material behaviour and single lap joint configuration has a significant influence on the 

estimation of failure load and simulating crack propagation. Many analytical continuum failure 

prediction assumes elastic adhesive and adherend material response and nearly ignores nonlinear 

geometrical stiffness variation due to the eccentricity of loading path. For a better evaluation of 

damage occurrence and progressive failure concept, both material response and nonlinear 

geometrical effects should be precisely introduced in the failure analysis. Therefore, the joint 

geometry and material model of individual components of single lap joint would be described in 

the upcoming section.  

4.3.1 Single Lap Joint Geometry 

Single lap joint geometry which exhibits over a range of usage area and popularity among 

the researchers was selected to be joint geometry. Joint geometry model was designed in 

accordance with the ‘’ASTM D1002’’ [43] (Standard Test Method for Apparent Shear Strength of 

Single-Lap-Joint Adhesively Bonded Metal Specimens by Tension Loading) and thickness of the 

adherend is controlled to be in the range of 0.1mm and 0.15 mm and width of the joint is 25mm as 

stated in the standard. The schematic illustrations of single lap joint geometry with the dimensions 

are given in Fig. 4.4.  

 

Fig. 4.4 Adhesively bonded single lap joint geometry according to ASTM D1002 [43]. 
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The thickness of adhesive layer is measured using a micrometre after manufacture of the single lap 

joints. Then the exact cohesive parameters such as separation strength, fracture energy and initial 

stiffness are evaluated corresponding to experimental thickness value using the equations in section 

4.2. The strength of the bonded lap joints generally varies linearly proportional to width of joint so 

that only one fixed value of joint width is sufficient for failure evaluation.  

4.3.2 Adherend Material Model  

In order to capture the effect of elasto-plasticity of adherend material, a nonlinear material 

model is employed with isotropic hardening. In the study, the most common type of structural 

steels with low carbon content and high ductility is selected as the adherend material. The metallic 

adherends are modelled as elasto-plastic solids, with their true stress-strain curves using power-

law hardening laws. 

 

𝜎 = {

𝐸휀, 휀 ≤ 𝜎𝑦/𝐸

𝜎𝑦 (
휀

𝜎𝑦/𝐸
)

𝑛

 

, 휀 > 𝜎𝑦/𝐸
 (4.16) 

where E is the Young’s modulus, n is the strain hardening exponent, and σy is the yield strength. 

For the present model, the metallic adherends are assumed to be the S235 structural mild steel with 

a minimum yield stress of 235MPa and Young’s modulus of 200GPa. The strain hardening 

exponent  “n” for structural mild steels, corresponding to an average fracture elongation of 25% 

and ultimate tensile strength of 400MPa, is evaluated approximately 0.1 using the Eq. 4.16 . Three 

different structural steels, namely S255, S275 and S355 for the parametric study are implemented. 

Each has the minimum yield stress of 255, 275 and 355 N/mm2, respectively. The other material 

parameters (e.g Young’s modulus, strain hardening exponent) are kept constant for each of the 

corresponded structural steel. The true stress and strain curves of each steel adherend are presented 

in Fig. 4.5 using the constitutive stress strain relation in Eq. 4.16. In this way, estimation of the 

failure loads and damage evaluation behaviour of the single lap joint would be easy depending on 

only the yield stress of the metallic adherends. In other words, employing power law strain 

hardening model enables to define all the points in the plastic region introducing only two material 

parameters (e.g Yield stress and strain hardening exponent). In the numerical analysis, all the points 

of stress-strain diagram for each type of structural steel is imported to ABAQUS using a tabular 

data chart. As it can be inferred from Fig. 4.5, the yield stress of the steel adherend plays substantial  
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Fig. 4.5 True stress-strain diagrams of each steel adherend constructed using power-law hardening model. 

role in determining the plastic behaviour of the single lap joint model. However, this approach is 

only limited to structural steels with low carbon content and high ductility up to 30% elongation. 

In the case of high or medium carbon steels, the strain hardening exponent would be highly 

affected. 

4.3.3 Adhesive Material Model  

 In this study, the most commonly implemented epoxy adhesives are employed for the 

progressive damage analysis. Thus, there would be an analytical expression in order to describe 

stress-strain relations of an epoxy adhesive. For this reason two different formulation to construct 

stress-strain curve of both ductile and brittle behaviour are to be created. For instance, most of the 

soft (ductile) epoxy adhesives exhibit highly nonlinear trend up to tensile strength then nearly 

behave like a perfectly plastic material. Under these circumstances, following equation would be 

sufficient to construct stress-strain curve of soft epoxy adhesives.  

 
𝜎𝑎 = 𝜎𝑢tanh (

𝐸𝑎
𝜎𝑢
휀𝑎) (4.17) 

Where σu is the adhesive tensile strength, Ea is the adhesive Young’s Modulus and εa  is the strain 

value at an arbitrary point on the stress-strain curve. 
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Additionally, the case is much more different for brittle or quasi-brittle type of structural epoxy 

adhesives. Generally, some of the brittle epoxies show a linear stress-strain variation up to fracture 

point. However, there is still no clear expression of transition from the brittle to ductile behaviour 

in the literature. Thus, linear material response is not adequate to design of adhesive material model 

for the brittle adhesives in the transition range. Therefore, third order polynomial form of stress-

strain relation would be introduced here in order to describe nonlinear brittle response precisely. 

The approximation can be written depending on a third variable fracture elongation. 

 𝜎𝑎 = 𝐸𝑎휀𝑎 −
𝐸𝑎휀𝑓 − 𝜎𝑢

휀𝑓
3 휀𝑎

3 (4.18) 

Where εf is the elongation at break. In this equation, the value of εf should be as much as small for 

a better interpretation of adhesive material behaviour. However, these approximations should be 

further validated for the corresponded adhesives experimentally for each of epoxy adhesive. The 

stress strain diagrams for various parameters are presented in Fig. 4.6 that enable computation of 

toughness value (U) of bulk adhesive samples, analytically. 

 

Fig. 4.6 Approximated stress-strain diagram of ductile epoxy adhesives using the Eq. 4.17 for various Young’s 

modulus values and 30MPa tensile strength. 

Most of the structural epoxy adhesives have the tensile strength and Young’s modulus in the range 

of 20 to 50MPa and 1 to 8GPa, respectively. Therefore, these intervals are considered once the 

constructing stress-strain diagrams of bulk epoxy adhesives. 
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4.4 Implementation of FE Analysis 

 To calculate relevant stress distributions and failure loads, metal-to-metal adhesive joint 

specimens with different adhesive lengths and material properties were analyzed using the finite 

element (FE) method. ABAQUS® version 6.13 software and 2-D structural plane strain elements 

were used for this process. The adhesive joint in 2-D geometry was modeled as a plain strain 

problem, since it was very thin relative to the width of the entire joint. It was considered that the 

adhesive and the adherents remained both in linear elastic and non-linear plastic conditions during 

the analysis. This approach is coherent with the reality to the design of structural adhesive joints 

which are loaded beyond the elastic range.  

4.4.1 Numerical Model 

 The numerical model was constructed as a 2-D plane strain problem since there is a linear 

proportionality between the joint strength and width of the joint. The steel adherends were 

modelled with a 4-node bilinear plane strain quadrilateral (CPE4) elements having a linear shape 

function and an integration point at each face. CPE4 element is also available in ABAQUS version 

6.13, and compatible with non-linear material model and large displacement (non-linear geometry) 

option. In a similar way, the adhesive layer in the numerical model is replaced by a zero thickness 

cohesive layer. Thickness dependence cohesive parameters are employed to cohesive layer for 

precise representation of adhesive layer. The cohesive layer was constructed with a 4-node two-

dimensional cohesive element (COH2D4) corresponding to bilinear traction-separation behavior. 

Both of the CPE4 and COH2D4 elements have three degrees of freedom at each node (translation 

in x, y and rotation about z axis). The element sizes of each layer is going to be presented more 

precisely in the mesh optimization section. 

The numerical model of a single lap joint geometry is shown in Fig. 4.7 with detailed views at the 

free ends of overlap length. In the numerical model, the adhesive layer is represented by a zero 

thickness cohesive layer as shown by the red line in Fig.4.7. Similar metallic adherends are joined 

together by the cohesive zone, each having the refined mesh density at the joint extremities. The 

width of the joint is considered to be 1mm for each numerical model, since the strength of the entire 

joint varies linearly with respect to width of the adherends. In order to avoid mesh mismatches at 

the interfaces, the mesh size of the refined regions are taken to be equal to cohesive element length. 

Accordingly, number of elements through the cohesive zone thickness is equal to 1 as it is  
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Fig. 4.7 Schematic illustration of mesh structure of single lap joint geometry constructed with two-dimensional plane 

strain elements. 

stated in many literature sources.  

4.4.2 Boundary Conditions and Loading 

 The applied boundary conditions for the numerical model is shown in Fig. 4.8. In order to 

simulate experimental conditions, vertical displacement of the grip lengths is constrained. End of 

the upper adherend is not free to move in x, y direction and rotate about z axis (Ux=Uy=Rz=0). 

Thus, there would be a symmetrical elongation of both adherends about the middle of the entire 

joint.  

In this model, displacement control is employed instead of force control to eliminate convergence 

difficulties in the plastic regions. Therefore, a displacement is applied on the free end of bottom 

(CPE4) Plain Strain elements 

(COH2D4) Cohesive elements 

Detail view B  

Upper adherend  

Lower adherend  

A 
Adhesive layer replaced by a 

zero thickness cohesive zone. 

Detail view A  

B 
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adherend with an increment size of 0.01mm for each load step. Up to the failure instant, the reaction 

forces at the fixed edge are recorded during the numerical solution. 

 

Fig. 4.8 Boundary conditions and loading of the numerical model. 

For all coupon models stepwise loading is introduced by applying axial displacement increments 

on the nodes at the right end of the coupons. To avoid the dependence of load step convergence to 

mesh density, every time an element failure is detected the load is not increased for the following 

solution steps, until element failure stops propagating to adjacent elements and then the next 

increment is applied. After a thorough load step convergence study, including a range of 

displacement increments of 0.1 mm to 0.001 mm, it was found out that for a step equal to 0.01 mm, 

all models have fully converged.  

4.4.3 Mesh Optimization  

 In order to reduce computational effort, generalized plane strain analysis was chosen since 

relatively small strains are expected in the width direction of the model. Geometric nonlinearity 

was also included in the analysis by taking into account large strain effects. Traditional finite 

elements have difficulties in resolving the stress state at bi-material wedges due to the existence of 

singularities and their results vary with mesh refinement. In this study, this case is addressed by a 

correlation of mesh density with the failure load. For example, five different quadratic element 

edge sizes (from 0.5mm to 0.05mm) are used as a function of load factor for the CPE4 plane strain 

elements, which is used for the adherend material. It is found that 0.1mm of element edge size  

(corresponding to 0.1 percent variation in load factor) is decided to be sufficient to obtain accurate 
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failure loads. Therefore, refined mesh regions modelled with the element size of 0.1mm whereas 

the coarse regions are 0.2mm. 

However, the choice of a suitable mesh size in the cohesive zone is the critical issue. It is necessary 

to have a sufficient number of elements in the cohesive zone to give a good representation of the 

distribution of tractions. The minimum number of elements needed in the damaged part of the 

cohesive zone, the process zone, is not well established. This issue is discussed in depth in Turon 

et al. [44]. The length of the process zone (i.e. distance from the crack tip to the point of maximum 

traction) is given by [44]  

 
𝐿𝑐𝑧𝑚 =

9𝜋

32
𝐸

Г𝑛
(𝜎𝑛

𝑐)2
 (4.19) 

Where, E is the Young’s modulus of the adhesive, Гn is the specific fracture energy and σn
c is the 

maximum traction in normal direction. If the specific fracture energy and critical traction are 

known, then a suitable element size can be chosen for the cohesive zone element. In this study, the 

minimum cohesive zone element for the three parameters that approaches Eq. 4.19 to a minimum 

value is 0.12 mm, corresponding to extreme values (e.g. E=1GPa, Гn =0.5 N/mm and σn
c =60MPa). 

In other words, any cohesive zone element size which is less than the critical length of 0.12mm 

would be feasible for the progressive failure model of adhesive layer. Thus, the element size in the 

cohesive zone is considered to be 0.06mm, enabling to place two elements in the damaged region. 

4.4.4 Numerical Solution Algorithm  

 In fact, there are three groups of parameters affecting the failure load of the single lap joints; 

which are material properties of adherend (E, σy, n), geometry parameters (L, t, η) and cohesive 

zone parameters of the adhesive (Г, K0, σc). The joint is loaded in the uni-axial direction with the 

increasing displacement. When an element at the cohesive zone reaches the critical separation 

strength value σc either in shear or normal direction, the damage initiates according to Eq. 4.2. Then 

stiffness degradation occurs based on a dimensionless damage variable D as described in Eq.4.20 

as a function of separation displacements using linear softening model. 

 
𝐷(𝑘) =

𝛿𝑓(𝛿
(𝑘) − 𝛿𝑐)

𝛿(𝑘)(𝛿𝑓 − 𝛿𝑐)
 (4.20) 
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Where D(k) is the damage variable at kth step and δ(k) is separation displacement at kth step, δc and 

δf are the critical displacement at damage initiation and separation displacement at the complete 

failure, respectively. The stiffnesses of the cohesive zone model as a function of this damage 

variable at kth step are calculated in Eq. 4.21. 

 𝐸(𝑘) = (1 − 𝐷(𝑘−1))𝐸 

𝐺(𝑘) = 𝐸(𝑘)/2(1 + 𝜐) 

(4.21a) 

 (4.21b) 

During the softening process the values of E and G are incrementally decreased based on the Eq. 

4.20 up to the final failure. The damage evaluation of an element in the cohesive zone is assessed 

regarding to energy criterion introduced in Eq. 4.3. When the energy criterion (Eq. 4.3) is satisfied 

then corresponded element completely fails and removed from the cohesive layer. The basic 

numerical algorithm of progressive failure model is presented in Fig.4.9. 

 

Fig. 4.9 A simple flowchart representing the progressive failure model of the cohesive layer for FE analysis. 
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5 

 

 

Material and Experimental Procedure 
 

 

 

5.1 Determination of Material Parameters 

To determine the material properties of both adherend and adhesive, some series of 

consecutive test procedures were applied. The material parameters of the adherend (e.g. yield stress 

and strain hardening exponent) were determined implementing a uniaxial tensile test. In the same 

way, tensile test of bulk adhesive to evaluate ultimate tensile strength and toughness was 

conducted. Additionally, some other tests for evaluating normal and shear mode fracture toughness 

were realized in order to validate numerical model proposed in the previous chapter. Extensive 

concepts and procedures of each test are expressed in the followings sections. 

5.1.1 Uniaxial tensile test of bulk samples 

Structural steels are used in many ways and their application can be diverse. They are 

particularly useful because they offer the unique combination of good weldability with guaranteed 

strengths. Structural Steel is an extremely adaptable product and is often favored by the engineer 

trying to maximize strength or structure while minimizing its weight. Structural mild steels having 

a carbon content in the range of 0.1-0.2% are the point of interest in this thesis. There are many 

examples of European grades of structural steel such as; S195, S235, S275, S355, S420, S460 etc. 

However, for the purposes of this article we will focus on the mechanical properties and 

applications of S235, S275 and S355. Therefore, the adherend material for validation purposes was 

preferred to be S235-JRG1 steel having the minimum yield stress of 235MPa with high elongation 
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up to 30%. The chemical composition of structural steel is extremely important and highly 

regulated. It is a fundamental factor which defines the mechanical properties of the steel material. 

The chemical composition of this metallic adherend material, as indicated in literature studies are 

shown in Table 5.1 [45, 46]. A tensile test specimen was manufactured from a sheet metal having 

1mm in thickness according to tensile test standard of metallic materials (EN 10002-1). The 

geometry of the specimen is also given in Fig 5.1. Hence, true and engineering stress-strain curves 

of the specimen are presented in Fig. 5.2 to understand the material parameters such as yield stress 

and strain hardening exponent; which is required to construct material model for the numerical 

analysis. 

 

Fig. 5.1 The tensile test geometry of metallic specimen. 

Table 5.1 Mechanical properties (tensile test) and chemical composition of S235JRG1 steel adherend 

Mechanical property  Chemical composition (wt. %)  

Ultimate strength (MPa) 325 Carbon, C 0.17 Copper, Cu max 0.40 

Yield strength (MPa) 285 Chromium, Cr max 0.15 Phosphorus, P max 0.0045 

Young’s Modulus (GPa) 200 Manganese, Mn max 1.4 Sulphur, S max 0.045 

Elongation at break (%) 25 Silicon, Si *nan Nitrogen, N max 0.007 

* Not available 

The mechanical properties of structural steel are fundamental to its classification and hence, 

application. Even though chemical composition is a dominant factor of the mechanical properties 

of steel, it is also very important to understand the minimum standards for the mechanical 

properties (performance characteristics) such as yield strength and tensile strength. Thus the strain 

hardening exponent for both true and engineering stress-strain curves are evaluated 0.19 and 0.09, 

respectively. Strain hardening exponent can be basically expressed as the slope of the logarithmic 

stress-strain relation in the plastic region. For the validation purposes of the numerical model, 

n=0.19 representing the true stress-strain relation should be introduced to FE model. 
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Fig. 5.2 True and engineering tensile test results of S235-JRG1 structural steel adherend. 

The uni-axial tensile test of metallic adherend (S235-JRG1) was repeated three times in a tensile 

test device, namely ZD 10/90 at a crosshead speed of 5mm/min. Then the average load and 

crosshead displacement values were considered to construct stress strain curves. 

One type of adhesive was selected: Veropal (He 20-06) from (SYNPO, Czech Republic). The 

adherends were joined using a unique hybrid two-component (Component A: Resin, Component 

B: Hardener) epoxy structural adhesive with high elongation and at the same time with excellent 

peel strength and shear strength. It is used for structural bonding of a wide range of substrates. The 

chemical basis of the hardener is an arbitrary rubber (ATBN) modified complex mixture of amines. 

The adhesive components were mixed as 1:1 by parts weight. The viscosity of adhesive after 

mixing is 15-22 Poise at 23 °C. As recommended by SYNPO, the bonded samples were cured in 

the ambient condition at 20-23 °C and 70% humidity for 24 hours. The geometry of the bulk 

adhesive samples is given in Fig. 5.3. Besides, this bulk adhesive was tested according to standard 

EN-ISO 527-2 [47]. The bulk adhesive specimens were tested in a tensile testing machine as shown 

Fig. 5.4, (Instron-5940) after 48 hours of curing time, at a constant crosshead speed of 5mm/min, 

at the ambient conditions. For each sample, the mechanical extensometer was placed at the ends of 

gauge length (80mm for each sample).  
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Fig. 5.3 The mould design representing the dimensions of the bulk adhesive specimen according to EN-ISO 527-2. 

The results of the mechanical test for the bulk adhesive are; Young’s modulus 967 MPa, Poisson’s 

ratio 0.34, tensile strength 28.6 MPa, and elongation at break 7.6%. Moreover, the experimental 

and analytical the stress–strain relations of the bulk Veropal HE-20 adhesive is expressed in Fig. 

5.5, attaining a quite accurate fitted curve with a regression coefficient of R2= 0.99. Therefore, it 

is quite simple to find out the Young’s modulus and ultimate tensile strength of the bulk adhesive 

from the analytical expression in Fig. 5.5 which is also stated in chapter 4. 

  

Fig 5.4 Uni-axial tensile testing system with mechanical extensometer for the bulk adhesive samples. 
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Fig. 5.5 Experimental and analytical stress-strain curves of bulk Veropal HE-20 adhesive. 

The other adhesive used for the validation process is two component structural epoxy adhesive 

namely, Carboresin supplied from SYNPO company in Czech Republic. It consists of two 

components; resin (A) and hardener (B) mixed in a ratio of A:B=1:3 by weight. Carboresin is quite 

brittle adhesive with relatively low ultimate tensile strength.  

 

Fig. 5.6 Experimental and analytical stress-strain curves of bulk Carboresin brittle adhesive. 
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The main mechanical properties are the Young’s modulus 7560 MPa, ultimate tensile strength 17.7 

MPa and elongation at fracture nearly 0.3 %. The detail description of experimental and analytical 

stress-strain relations are depicted in Fig. 5.6. The analytical expression to characterize stress strain 

relation approximates the real data with a regression coefficient of R2=0.976. It is found out to be 

lower than the analytical expression for ductile adhesives (see Fig. 5.5) but still in the range of 

acceptable limits. Hence, the toughness values of both Veropal HE-20 and Carboresin would be 

evaluated taking the integrations of the analytical expressions for the bundles zero to fracture strain. 

The bulk adhesive Carboresin was cured 24 hours at the ambient conditions as it is recommended 

by the manufacturer. The glass transition temperature is declared to be 55 ºC for the curing process 

of one day. 

5.1.2 Double cantilever beam (DCB) test 

ASTM recommends D5528 standard for mode I interlaminar specific fracture energy. 

Although this test method is meant for interlaminar specific fracture energy of unidirectional 

composite laminates, it can also be used for adhesive-bonded joints [48]. Specimen configuration 

is similar to what the standard suggests. The double cantilever beam (DCB) with piano hinges, as 

shown in Figure 5.7, consists of two adherends bonded with adhesive. 

 

Fig. 5.7 Schematic diagram of a) Mode I DCB specimen and b) manufactured Mode I DCB specimen (side view) 

a 

b 
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The mode I specific fracture energy, ГIc, was determined using the modified 

beam theory (MBT), which accounts for rotation at the delamination front, as recommended in 

ASTM D5528 standard. The final data reduction formula is shown in Eq. 5.1. An initial 

crack length of 35mm is considered. 

 
Г𝐼𝑐 =

3𝐹𝑐𝛿𝐶
2𝑏(𝑎 + |∆|)

 (5.1) 

Where Fc is critical (maximum) load, δc is critical displacement corresponding to maximum load, 

b is specimen width, a is the initial crack length and ∆ is the correction factor for rotation of 

adherend. The correction factor would be neglected since the adherend is sufficiently rigid with a 

relatively high thickness of 5mm. The specimen geometric parameters for mode I DCB test are 

taken as a=35mm and b=30mm. The experimental force versus crack opening displacement 

diagrams of both ductile adhesive (Veropal HE-20) and brittle adhesive (Carboresin) are given in 

Fig. 5.8. The critical parameters are recorded to be 394N at 2.99mm and 295N at 2.06mm for 

Veropal HE-20 and Carboresin adhesives, respectively as indicated in Fig. 5.8. Substituting these 

critical parameters in above Eq. 5.1, the mode I specific fracture energy (GIc) can be calculated as 

1.68 N/mm and 0.86 N/mm for ductile (Veropal HE-20) and brittle (Carboresin) adhesives, 

respectively. 

 

Fig. 5.8 Force versus crack opening displacement diagrams of mode I DCB test for the ductile and brittle adhesives. 
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5.1.3 End-notched flexure (ENF) test 

In order to determine critical pure shear (Mode II) specific fracture energy of the bulk 

adhesives, SACMA recommends a three-point bend test using an edge notch flexure (ENF) 

specimen [49]. This standard can also be used effectively for bonded joints. The schematic 

illustration of the end notched flexure (ENF) test specimen geometry is given in Fig. 5.9.   

 

Fig. 5.9 End notched flexure (ENF) specimen geometry for Mode II interlaminar fracture test. 

The test specimen was manufactured bonding two separate metallic parts together by applying 

adhesive on the interface surfaces. But the initial crack length is completely free of adhesive. Tests 

were conducted using the End-notched Flexure specimen. The ENF test involves loading a beam 

with a mid-plane starter crack at one end, in three-point bending, as shown in Fig. 5.10. Crack 

length, a, is measured from the support roller, and the half-span length, L, is the distance from the 

support rollers to the center loading roller.  

 

Fig. 5.10 Experimental setup for three point bending testing of the ENF specimen. 
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As recommended by ASTM D5528-01, the mode II specific fracture energy, ГIIc, is determined 

using the formula shown in Eq. 5.2. 

 
Г𝐼𝐼𝑐 =

9𝑎2𝐹𝑐𝛿𝐶
2𝑏(2𝐿3 + 3𝑎3)

 (5.2) 

The geometry parameters are; the initial crack length a=35mm, half span length L=60mm and 

width of base material b=30mm for the evaluation of mode II specific fracture energy. The critical 

load Fc and correspondent critical displacement δc were specified constructing a load-displacement 

diagram for both of the adhesives (see Fig. 5.11). The critical values are calculated as 6500N at 

1.58mm and 4687N at 0.92mm for Veropal HE-20 and Carboresin adhesives, respectively. Thus 

critical mode II interlaminar specific fracture energy can be evaluated substituting these value in 

Eq. 5.2. The specific fracture energy (ГIIc) is calculated 3.37 N/mm and 1.42 N/mm for Veropal 

HE-20 and Carboresin, respectively. 

 

Fig. 5.11 Load versus vertical deflection diagrams of Mode II ENF test specimens 
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5.2 Manufacture of Single Lap Joints 

For the manufacture of the single lap joints, degreasing of the adherend surfaces is the 

minimum pretreatment that is usually carried out prior to bonding. Grit-blasting or other 

mechanical abrasion methods are also recognized as providing a useful increase in initial adhesion 

level. Mechanical treatment allows the development of actual geometrical structure of adhesively 

bonded materials, which results in an increased contact area between the molecules of an adhesive 

and substrate, causing higher intermolecular interactions and, thus, increasing adhesive properties 

[50]. Accordingly, roughness is a parameter that affects the strength of bonded joint, because it 

leads to an increased contact area between two adherends and increases the adhesion by mechanical 

interlocking. Grinding is the most widely used mechanical abrasion method characterized by the 

fact that abrasion is done by tools with unspecified geometry and number, in which grinding grits 

do not change their position relative to one another owing to the use of a binder [50]. In this study, 

the surface of all adherends being bonded were grinded with a 200mesh silicon carbide grinding 

papers perpendicular the direction of the loading. The single lap joints having a width of 25 mm, 

were manufactured and tested according to ASTM D1002 standard [51] shown in Fig. 5.12. The 

alignment taps were placed at the grip lengths of testing fixtures to avoid misalignment during the 

axial loading.   

 

Fig. 5.12 The manufactured single lap joint coupons according to ASTM D1002 standard. 
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For surface preparation, the adherend surfaces were pre-treated by acid solution. The etching 

process was performed with a solution of sulfuric acid (20ml at 30% wt.), and the de-ionized 

water (40ml) at the ambient conditions. The etching solution was maintained at about 25 ºC and 

the steel adherends were allowed to stay in that for about 10 min. until no visible air bubble appears 

in the solution. Then the test specimens were taken out and were sprayed in tap water for another 

3 min. Finally the test specimens were dried thoroughly at about 50 ºC. The adherents were bonded 

with the adhesive within 3 hours after the surface preparation and then the joints cured at room 

temperature for about 24 h. Two specimens for each configuration were fabricated and tested in a 

tensile test machine (ZD 10/90) under displacement control with a crosshead speed of 5 mm/min. 

During the tests, the load was increased up to complete debonding of the joints. The maximum 

load which resulted in complete debonding was recorded in each test as the static failure load or 

load carrying capacity of the joint. The configuration of fabricated specimens for the purpose of 

numerical model validation are presented in Table 5.2. Each joints series in Table 5.2 corresponds 

two different adherend thickness of 1.5 and 2 mm, which means that each joint series represents 

two specimens at two different adherend thickness. Totally, 24 specimens were manufactured for 

12 different configurations considering two repetitions for each test. 

Table 5.2 Dimension of the joint series in (mm) for Veropal HE-20 (V series) and Carboresin (C series). 

Joint Series Bonding Length, L Adherend thickness, t Joint width, w 

V-20 20 1.5 and 2 25 

V-30 30 1.5 and 2 25 

V-50 50 1.5 and 2 25 

C-20 20 1.5 and 2 25 

C-30 30 1.5 and 2 25 

C-50 50 1.5 and 2 25 

Bonding procedure was performed as follows. The adhesive was mixed according to composition 

as it is stated previously. In the case of two-component adhesives, the mixture of the resin and 

hardener introduce voids, to reduce even further the quantity of voids, a toothpick was used to burst 

the air bubbles out before the application of pressure. The adhesive thickness was controlled using 

preloading gauge block (20 N) after applying the adhesive on the sides bonding area with a spatula. 

The samples were aligned according to markings and held in place by the force until the completion 
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of the curing processes for 24 hours. Cotton buds were used to wipe off any extra adhesive from 

the sides of the overlap, to avoid fillet-like formation of adhesive. The samples were kept in 

ambient conditions at 20-23 °C and in 70% humidity. After the curing process completion, the 

thickness of adhesive layers were measured using a micrometre. A nominal value of adhesive 

thickness with the upper and lower tolerances was calculated 0.15±0.036 mm for V joint series, 

and 0.55±0.032 mm for the C joint series, respectively. 

5.3 Testing Strength of Adhesive Joints 

In the mechanical tests the single lap joints are loaded to the point of fracture. The nature 

of the fracture (adhesive fracture, cohesive fracture, substrate fracture or a combination of these) 

provides information about the quality of the bonding process and about any potential production 

errors. Regarding tests on samples equilibrated under controlled conditions, a cohesive fracture 

indicates that the adhesion remained stable despite the influences acting on the bond (e.g. 

moisture). In contrast, an adhesive fracture indicates that the bond has failed at its most sensitive 

point, the adhesion. This may indicate incompatibility between the substrate material and adhesive, 

inadequate surface pretreatment and/or processing/application errors. The bond strength of bonded 

single lap joints on subjecting the substrates to loads is determined by lap shear forces in the 

direction of the bonded joint. In accordance with the standard ASTM D1002, the overlap 

corresponds to a width of 25 mm and relevant overlap length of L. Each sample must be measured 

individually. To do this, a sample is clamped in the self-aligning jaws of the test unit so that the 

force acts in the center of the bonded layer, as illustrated in Fig. 5.13. 

Shear joints impose uniform stresses across the bond area which results in the highest possible joint 

strength.  ASTM D1002 is commonly performed to measure the shear strength of adhesives that 

are used to bond metals.  This test is similar to ASTM D3163 which is for adhesives that bond rigid 

plastic substrates, and also ASTM D3164 which is for plastic adhesives that are used to bond both 

plastic and metal substrates.  All three of these specifications use a single lap joint (lap shear) 

specimen to determine the shear strength of adhesives. 
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Fig. 5.13 Experimental setup for testing strength of the single lap joints 

For the validation procedure the strength of the single lap joints were specified to be the force 

recorded at the fracture per unit width of the joint. Because, it makes quite easy to analyze results 

of comparison between experimental and numerical joint strength. For a normalized description of 

the joint material and geometry parameters a further methodology is going to be implemented in 

the next chapter.  

5.3.1 Validation of numerical model  

In order to make a verification of the proposed numerical model, the experimental and 

numerical results would be compared based on the same geometry parameters. Therefore, typical 

load-displacement diagrams of the manufactured specimens were constructed as a result of the 

tensile tests. The typical load-displacement diagram of the C (Carboresin) joint series at three 

overlap length 20, 30 and 50 mm, each having two different adherend thickness of 1.5 and 2 mm, 

is given in Fig. 5.14. Similarly, Fig. 5.15 illustrates the load-displacement curves of V (Veropal 

HE-20) joint series. It was clearly observed that as the load increases the global joint stiffness value 

also increases up to the failure point. It would be claimed that the elongation is more dependent to 

thickness of the steel adherend and nearly regardless of adhesive deformation response, since the 

adhesive has the relatively thin values. 
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Fig. 5.14 Experimental load and cross-head displacement curves of the single lap joints bonded with Carboresin. 

 

 

Fig. 5.15 Experimental load and cross-head displacement curves of the single lap joints bonded with Veropal HE-20. 
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Cohesive zone material properties of the bulk adhesives (introduced and evaluated in the previous 

section) are summarized in Table 5.3 based on the analytical calculations and experimental results 

in Chapter 4 and 5, respectively. These aforementioned properties are adopted to ABAQUS® in 

order to accomplish validation procedure of experimental failure loads. The experimental failure 

loads are considered to be the peak values for each curve in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15. Likewise the 

numerical load-displacement curves of each configuration are given in Fig. 5.16 and 5.17 

corresponding to V and C joint configurations, respectively to simulate and validate experimental 

results. 

Table 5.3 Cohesive zone material parameters of bulk adhesives for the numerical analysis. 

 Veropal HE-20 Carboresin 

Initial normal stiffness, Kn 6445 N/mm3 13745 N/mm3 

Initial shear stiffness, Ks 2405 N/mm3 5370 N/mm3 

Mode I fracture energy, ГI 1.68 N/mm 0.86 N/mm 

Mode II fracture energy, ГII  3.37 N/mm 1.42 N/mm 

Normal critical traction, σn  28.6 MPa 17.7 MPa 

Shear critical traction, σs 16.5 MPa 10.2 MPa 

Poisson’s ratio, υ 0.34 0.28 

 

 

Fig 5.16 Numerical axial loads of the V series joint configurations against axial displacement. 
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  Fig 5.17 Numerical axial loads of the C series joint configurations against axial displacement. 

This FE analysis showed how a single lap joint could be simulated to capture the behavior of an 

entire joint, by using a cohesive zone progressive damage approach to solve for the appropriate 

shape functions rather than classical damage mechanics theories having convergence difficulties. 

The cohesive zone element is intended for use as a design tool that can model a joint to estimate 

failure mechanism and still couple with global vehicle scale finite element models. Some of the 

limitations of this model are contained in the assumptions used to generate thickness dependence 

cohesive zone parameters. First, the adhesive is modeled as a zero thickness bed of springs in 

normal and shear directions rather than a continuum, and so eccentricity due to adhesive thickness 

of the adhesive is not represented in the element. Additionally, the adherends are assumed to behave 

like wide plates under plain strain conditions. Thus, variations in fields through the width of the 

joint are not captured but not necessary to evaluate joint strength. Progressive failure of the 

adhesive was approximated, by shortening the joint element by the length of the failed adhesive 

and lengthening the adjoining plain strain elements. Softening of the adhesive as the stress 

increases causes the shape functions to no longer be exact. The predicted behavior of load-

displacement curve for a single lap joint did not match precisely with the experimental result, most 

likely because of a lack of large rotation in the numerical model although non-linear geometry 

option is activated. Likewise the imperfections and material inclusions such as voids, air bubbles 
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uniformity of adhesive pre-treatment and errors caused by the testing equipment can be considered 

another source of the errors. However, a quite sufficient proximity of the numerical failure loads 

was captured with the experimental data for each joint configurations, indicating that the cohesive 

zone model is more practical in evaluating failure load than stiffness variation.  

To understand the deviation of numerical failure loads from the experimental data, a step plot was 

constructed as shown in Fig 5.18 which represents the ratio of predicted and experimental failure 

load (Fn/Fex) at each joint configurations. The horizontal axis represents the length of overlap and 

adherend thickness at each data point. The green line representing the equality of predicted and 

experimental failure loads (Fn/Fex=1) is chosen as a baseline to indicate amount of error. It was 

observed that there is not a fixed value of the error, changing with the joint configurations and 

adhesive material parameters. This is most likely the reason of rotation of adherends at different 

adherend thicknesses and overlap lengths. It was found out that the errors for each configuration 

remain in the range of +18% and -15 % as illustrated in Fig 5.18, with an average value of 11 

percent error corresponding to Fn/Fex=1.11, which are in the acceptable limits.  

 

Fig 5.18 The distribution of errors reference to experimental data for each single lap joint configuration. 
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5.3.2 Material and geometry dependent parametric study 

There are two categories of parameters that affect the failure load of the single lap joints; 

material and geometry parameters of both adherend and adhesive material. To understand effects 

of each of them, a parametric study should be implemented in FE analysis. It would be also possible 

to create a correlation based on design parameters of the single lap joint. Therefore, it would be 

quite practical to precise expression of failure loads in the range of described error function above. 

To perform this task, the parameters for parametric study can be divided in to two groups; first the 

geometric parameters such as thickness of adherend “t”, and overlap length “L”, secondly material 

parameters of adherend and cohesive zone model (e.g. yield stress of the adherend, critical traction 

stress, initial stiffness and specific fracture energy of the adhesive material). In practical 

applications, the adhesive thickness should be as thin as possible to acquire maximum joint 

performance. In this study, adhesive thickness is fixed to 0.1mm recommended for a variety of 

adhesive applications in industry. Thus all the cohesive zone parameters are derived considering 

this constant thickness for the parametric study. Additionally, the effect of initial stiffness (penalty 

parameter) on the failure load is infinitely small such that increasing the initial stiffness ten times 

decreases the joint strength by only 1.3 percent. Actually it is the reason of employing cohesive 

zone model which is nearly zero thickness. Thus initial stiffness was not included in the parametric 

study as a design variable. Consequently, the design parameters for the parametric study are 

described in Table 5.4 for the FE analysis.  

Table 5.4 Geometry and material design parameters of the single lap joint model for the FE parametric study. 

Overlap Length, L 

(mm) 

Adherend 

thickness, t (mm) 

Critical traction, σc 

(MPa) 

Specific Fracture 

Energy, Гc (N/mm) 

Adherend yield 

stress σy (MPa) 

10 1 15 0.5 200 

20 2 25 1 300 

30 3 40 1.5 400 

40     

50     

 

Three different adherend materials having the yield stresses of 200, 300 and 400MPa are selected 

to analyze for different plastic region behavior. Five overlap lengths of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50mm 

with three adherend thicknesses of 1, 2, and 3mm are taken into account as a geometric design 
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parameters. One of the most critical challenge is to describe cohesive zone parameters in shear 

(Moe II) as a function of them in normal direction (Mode I). In the failure concept Von Mises 

criterion is implemented to evaluate critical traction in pure shear mode such that σ𝑠
𝑐 = √3 σ𝑛

𝑐  . 

Likewise, initial stiffness value in shear mode can be expressed as Kss
0=Knn

0/2(1+υ) where υ is the 

Poisson’s ratio of the bulk adhesive. The relation between fracture energy in shear and normal 

mode can be derived assuming the critical separation ratio (λ=δc/ δf) for each mode is identical. 

Substituting the relations amongst them for critical traction stress and initial stiffness in Eq. 4.12 

gives ГII=2/3(1+υ)ГI for the critical fracture energy rate in shear mode. It means that only design 

parameters in normal mode would be sufficient to perform parametric study. Therefore three 

traction stresses of 15, 25 and 40MPa were included in normal mode which represents the ultimate 

tensile strength of the bulk adhesive specimen considering the average strength range of the two 

component epoxy adhesive family. Similarly, three different specific fracture energy of 0.5, 1 and 

1.5 N/mm are adopted to FE analysis, stimulating the both ductile and brittle behavior of the bulk 

adhesive as shown in Table 5.4. According to permutation of each variable, the total number of 

joint configuration is computed by multiplying parameters at each row such that (5x34=405).  
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6 

 

 

Numerical Results and Discussion 
 

 

 

In this section, the FE simulation results are given to better understand the estimation of 

failure loads, stress singularities at the joint extremities for zero thickness joint design and 

definition of design parameters prior to manufacture process. For this reason, apart from the many 

numerous studies dealing with the single lap joint design fundamentals, the full scale nonlinear 

material response for both adhesive layer and the substrate material are implemented in order to 

figure out their effects on the joint strength. The nonlinear material models has been introduced in 

the previous chapters which includes accurate expression of the material behavior under tensile 

loading. Moreover, the stress vs strain diagrams for both material groups are constructed using the 

true stress strain points as an approximation of analytical equations. Therefore, this consideration 

provides a precise estimation of the simulation outputs such as stresses, deformations and failure 

loads for each joint configuration. Furthermore, in practical applications, the strength of the joint 

is highly dependent to geometry of the joint model. For example, implementing the zero thickness 

adhesive layer comes up with the some design problems. Because, as the layer gets thinner, the 

stiffness and some other mechanical properties such as tensile strength, fracture energy rate and 

toughness values are also substantially affected. To resolve this drawback, the adhesive layer is 

replaced by a zero thickness cohesive zone model considering the thickness effects as presented in 

Chapter 4.  

The single lap joint design parameters can be divided into two subgroups; geometry and material 

parameters. In this part, overlap length “L” and adherend thickness “t” are taken as geometrical 

parameters whereas adherend yield point “σy” and adhesive tensile strength “σa” are the material 
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parameters. The evaluation of adhesive fracture energy rate and initial stiffness of the adhesive 

layer “K0” is also another point of interest in the stage of joint design. Consequently, the influence 

of each parameter group on the joint modelling and design can be categorized by the following 

subsections. 

 

6.1 Interface Stress Analysis   

The peeling and shear stress variations along the bondline are one of the key factor in 

determining progressive failure mechanism in the single lap joints. Accordingly, it is quite essential 

step how the stress singularities at the edges vary at zero thickness glue layer due to decreasing 

eccentricity. Because, at various overlap lengths and adherend thicknesses, the stress distribution 

is highly influenced as a result of bending moment and joint rotation. To emphasize the variation 

of the stresses through the bondline, normalized stress expression which is the ratio of maximum 

stress to average stress in the joint as a measure of stress concentration factor is introduced as the 

assessment tool. In the following section, the normalized peeling and shear stress distributions with 

respect to overlap length “L” and adherend thickness “t” are given. 

6.1.1 Peeling Stress Distributions  

The normalized peeling stress variation for the adherend thickness of 1mm is presented in 

Fig. 6.1 at each overlap length (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50mm). The point on the middle of the adhesive 

bondline is defined as the origin. Left and right endpoints in the figure represent the joint 

extremities in positive and negative direction. It is apparently observed that the maximum 

normalized stress becomes larger as the overlap length increases. However, it is not very critical 

issue at higher overlap lengths because it has only critical effect in a small distance considering the 

whole overlap length. Besides, the peeling stress does not exist over a large distance at higher 

overlap length excepting the joint extremities. One of the main reason is the bending stiffness of 

the joint allowing to joint rotate about the origin at relatively low adherend thickness (t=1mm). 

Actually, the peeling stress has a proportionality with the adherend bending stiffness. Furthermore, 

overlap length is found out to be a critical parameter in eliminating peeling stresses. For example, 

peeling stress exists throughout the overlap length of 10mm whereas it seems partially at higher 

values. It can be said that the overlap length has an optimum value between 20 and 30mm in terms 
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of its existence and peak value over the bondline at low thickness or bending stiffness of the 

substrate material.  

 

Fig. 6.1 Normalized peeling stress distribution over the bonded length at t=1mm. 

 

 

Fig. 6.2 Normalized peeling stress distribution over the bonded length at t=2mm. 

The normalized peeling stress variation for t=2mm and t=3mm are illustrated in Fig. 6.2 and 6.3, 

respectively. The variation gets smoother in negative stress direction and the peeling stress appears 
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over a larger area due to increasing adherend thickness. As mentioned above, the joints having 

higher flexural stiffness exhibit a resistance against rotation which creates considerable peeling 

stresses through the overlap lengths. This situation is more visible in Fig. 6.3 for t=3mm. so that 

implementation of adherend thickness  

 

Fig. 6.3 Normalized peeling stress distribution over the bonded length at t=3mm. 

 

Fig. 6.4 The peak values of normalized peeling stresses (ky) for each adherend thickness. 

more than 2mm results in a peeling stress over the all bonded area. Moreover, the peak values of 

the normalized peeling stress is also a critical design parameter for the adhesive joints as illustrated 
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in Fig. 6.4. This figures expresses that the stress concentration “ky” increases exponentially with 

the overlap length and adherend thickness but eventually it reaches a critical constant value 

(horizontal asymptote). In this regard, a balance between overlap length and ky should be 

established for optimization purposes of the joint geometry. As an ideal moderate value, where 

ky=3-5 and L=20-30mm, is observed to be quite feasible for the joint geometry in avoiding peeling 

stress. 

6.1.2 Shear Stress Distributions   

In many adhesive joint applications, the distribution of shear stresses through the bonded 

area is of importance since the source of failure is dominantly shear stresses particularly for thick 

and rigid adherends. In this section, normalized shear stress distributions for each adherend 

thickness and overlap length are given similar to those in the previous section. In the same way, 

normalization is made by dividing the local shear stress value to average stress at the bonded region. 

The average stress is expressed dividing the uniaxial tensile force, corresponding to 0.01mm 

displacement in loading direction for each case, to bonded area (A=wxL). The variations are 

constructed as a results of FE solutions for each configurations and illustrated in Fig. 6.5, 6.6 and 

6.7 for the adherend thicknesses of 1, 2 and 3mm, respectively. The desired shear stress 

distributions are expected to be located as much as close the line where normalized shear stress 

value is equal to 1. This is an indication of ideal case in which all the local shear stresses are 

identical and equal to average stress value. It is inferred from the results that the shear stress 

concentration values (kxy=τxy/τav) rise up with higher overlap length for each adherend thickness 

(see Fig. 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7).  
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Fig. 6.5 Normalized shear stress distribution over the bonded length at t=1mm. 

 

On the other hand, the uniformity of the stress distribution is remarkably distorted which yields 

sharp changes through the bondline. In order to determine an optimum point, these two parameters 

(uniformity and peak values) should be precisely controlled in the design of the joint geometry. 

For example, application of relatively thinner adherends in the joint model can be declared as a key 

factor to obtain uniform shear stress distribution. 

 

Fig. 6.6 Normalized shear stress distribution over the bonded length at t=2mm. 
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 Fig. 6.7 Normalized shear stress distribution over the bonded length at t=3mm. 

 

The peak normalized shear stress values at the joint extremities for each specific joint configuration 

are depicted in Fig. 6.8. Similar to peeling stresses, the kxy values increases with increasing overlap 

length and decreasing adherend thickness. Therefore, kxy is a quite complicated design factor since 

it plays a substantial role in the failure initiation, propagation and final fracture.  

 

Fig. 6.8 The peak values of normalized peeling stresses (kxy) for each adherend thickness. 
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6.2 Load Carrying Capacity of the Single Lap Joints  

In this section, the load carrying capacity of the single lap joint numerical models are 

investigated. The adhesive joints are loaded in the uniaxial direction with a displacement control 

until the load starts to drop after a critical value. In this case, the maximum force sustained in the 

adhesive joint are assumed to be the load carrying capacity. In this present investigation, the peak 

load Fw (N/mm) and its influence factors are presented in the following sections. The peak load 

(failure load) is expressed to be the maximum value during the FE simulations and evaluated per 

unit width of the bonded area. In fact, the load carrying capacity of a joint may be affected by two 

groups of categories: the first is about the material parameters such as initial stiffness K0, adhesive 

ultimate tensile (separation) strength σa, adhesive specific fracture energy; the second group is 

related to geometry parameters such as overlap length L and adherend thickness t. To analyze 

performance of an adhesive joint, each group of parameter should be evaluated in detail to facilitate 

design procedure. In order to perform this task, various parameters belonging to each group of 

factor are selected considering the limit values of each of them in real and practical applications. 

Thus, as a geometrical parameter, five different overlap lengths of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50mm with 

three different adherend thicknesses of 1, 2 and 3mm are taken into consideration. In the scope of 

this study, only structural mild steel are simulated as an adherend material with full scale nonlinear 

material model as mentioned previously. Therefore, three groups of structural steels each has a 

yield strength of 200, 300 and 400MPa representing the low, medium and high strength structural 

mild steels are selected respectively. The modulus of elasticity is taken as 200GPa for each. 

Accordingly, the adhesive material modelled with three different separation strengths of 15, 25 and 

40MPa representing the three strength levels for epoxy adhesives.  

6.2.1 Effect of Adhesive Ultimate Tensile Strength and Stiffness   

One of the most dominant factors on the failure load is the tensile strength of the adhesive 

material. Accordingly, the initial stiffness value which is expressed as E/η ratio, has relatively 

ignorable since the interface between two substrates are assumed to be very thin. So that the 

interface stiffness becomes very high such that increasing the modulus of elasticity of the adhesive 

ten times results in nearly 1.5% difference of the joint failure load. Therefore, the strength of 

adhesive layer which connects two similar substrates together can be dictated as a source of failure 

in many adhesive joint applications. In this regard, the variation of failure load per unit width are 
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processed according to overlap length, adherend thickness and adhesive strength. The trends of the 

failure loads are given in Fig. 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 corresponding to each group of parameter. It 

should be noted that the higher adhesive strength improves the load carrying capacity of the joint 

up to an overlap length of 30mm for Sy=200MPa and 40mm for Sy=300MPa, respectively as clearly 

seen in Fig. 6.9a and 6.9b. This critical overlap length is the result of adherend failure at lower 

thickness (1mm) and yield strength (200 and 300MPa).  

   

Fig. 6.9 Failure loads of the joints for the adherend yield stress of (a) Sy=200MPa and (b) Sy=300MPa having both 

identical adherend thickness of t=1mm. 

 

Fig. 6.10 Failure loads of the joints for the adherend yield stress of (a) Sy=200MPa and (b) Sy=300MPa having both 

identical adherend thickness of t=2mm. 
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After reaching critical adherend strength, the failure loads are almost remain constant regardless of 

the adhesive strength as illustrated in Fig. 6.9a and 6.9b. However, the scenario is a little bit 

different for the adherend thickness 0f 2mm. In this case, the critical joint strength is observed to 

be shifted to an overlap length of 40mm at high adhesive strength values. Furthermore, the trend 

of failure load exhibits a linear behavior up to 600Nmm-1 at low adhesive strengths since the 

adherend strength limit value is not reached (see Figure 6.10).  

When the adherend thickness becomes larger (i.e t=3mm), the load carrying capacities emerge 

nearly linear response with respect to overlap length at each adhesive strength value. But the 

adhesive strength has a substantial influence in this interval since the rotation of the joint is 

constrained as a result of adherend rigidity. Thus the critical limit value is shifted beyond the 50mm 

of overlap length. In this interval, it seems possible to establish a relationship in estimating failure 

load of the joint where failure loads change between 150 and 850Nmm-1 for the case in Fig. 6.11a, 

150 and 1150Nmm-1 for the case in Fig. 11b, respectively. It means that the influence of adhesive 

strength is more apparent and effective at higher adherend thicknesses. It should be noted that 

larger overlap lengths can be implemented to obtain maximum joint performance in the case of 

thicker adherends. In this regard, one of the most vital challenges are how to eliminate high amount 

of peeling stresses as described in previous sections.  

 

 

Fig. 6.11 Failure loads of the joints for the adherend yield stress of (a) Sy=200MPa and (b) Sy=300MPa having both 

identical adherend thickness of t=3mm. 
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It is reasonably observed that the application of high strength adhesives are feasible at low overlap 

lengths in the range of 10 and 30mm for each configuration. In addition, it is not limited to 30mm 

overlap length for thicker adherends (t>2mm) if the high amount of peeling stresses are avoided at 

the joint extremities. 

6.2.2 Adherend Rigidity Effect   

One of the most critical factors to determine the limit of the load carrying capacity is the 

adherend rigidity. This section gives the main reason of how this parameters affects and confines 

the peak loads. Notice both adherend thickness and yield strength contribute the adherend rigidity, 

a simple parameter should be introduced representing both of their influence in the adherend 

rigidity. Since these two parameters (t and Sy) increases the rigidity, a new rigidity parameter Syt 

can be used to predict variation of failure load. This is actually an important design parameter that 

should be precisely chosen for the maximum sustainable joint load. Because increasing adhesive 

strength and overlap length of various joint combinations having the same rigidity is not necessary 

as a result of adherend failure. In order to understand this effect, the trends of failure load for each 

overlap length (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50mm) and rigidity parameter (between 200 and 1200Nmm-1), 

are depicted in Fig. 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14. Rigidity parameters are calculated as a combination of all 

thickness and yield stress values in the concept of this study. It can be concluded from the plots 

that there is generally a critical point for each joint configuration at which increasing adherend 

rigidity parameter does not change the failure load. Accordingly, the failure loads are not dependent  

 

Fig. 6.12 Graphical illustration of the adherend rigidity influence on the joint strength for σa=15MPa. 
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Fig. 6.13 Graphical illustration of the adherend rigidity influence on the joint strength for σa=25MPa. 

to adherend rigidity at low overlap lengths such as 10, 20 and 30mm (see Fig. 6.12). But, it is quite 

dominant at higher overlap lengths and higher adhesive strengths. However, it is possible to see 

different circumstances for higher adhesive strengths (in Fig. 6.13 and 6.14) in which the critical 

point shifted through the horizontal axis. For this reason, the range of effective region is large at 

high overlap length and adhesive strength so that it should be taken into account prior to design 

stage. Fluctuations between 800 and 900Nmm-1  in all graphs is detected to be a result of failure 

loads corresponding to different t and Sy values even though their rigidity parameters are the same.  

 

Fig. 6.14 Graphical illustration of the adherend rigidity influence on the joint strength for σa=40MPa. 
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6.2.3 Overlap Length Effect 

The surface plots depicting the influence of selected overlap lengths with respect to 

adherend yield strength and thickness are given in Fig. 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17 each corresponds 

different adhesive strength. Hence it would be easier to evaluate variations based on two design 

variable since the overlap length analysis is a complex phenomena. The relationships for ductile 

and and brittle adhesives are expected to similar because the adhesive layer modelled with zero 

thickness cohesive zone model at the interface. The overlap length is observed to be very sensitive 

parameter at high adherend strength and thickness. Contrary, it does not have a consideable effect 

at the regions where yield strength and thickness are lower (see Fig. 6.15, 6.16 and 6.17). It is also 

more visible at higher adhesive strengths and the joint strength fluctuates nearly between 200 and 

300Nmm-1. Furthermore, the influence of L becomes less and uniform for σa=25MPa and 40MPa. 

The influence of L exihibit a relationship having a direct proportionality with the adherend rigidity 

and inverse proportionality with the adhesive strength as seen in the Figures. This behaviour is 

actually a reason of adherend flexural stiffness which induce rotation about the midde axis. The 

more adhesive joints exposed to rotation, the more peeling stress singularities are induced at the 

joint edges regarding to adhesive properties. Therefore, applying large overlap lengths is useless 

in terms of separation at the edges due to peeling process. As it is illustrated in Fig. 6.15, 6.16 and  

 

Fig. 6.15 3-D representation of overlap length influence on the joint strength as a function of adherend thickness and 

yield stress for the adhesive ultimate tensile stress of σa=15MPa. 
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6.17, there is generally an optimum area for deciding the overlap length. The parameter ranges that 

can be given for the effective overlap length are;  σy =250-400MPa and t=1.5-3mm at σa=15MPa, 

σy =300-400MPa and t=2-3mm at σa=15MPa, σy =350-400MPa and t=2-3mm at σa=15MPa, 

respectively. Considering the intervals, it is suggested that the overlap length is the key factor at 

high stiffness adherends in order to enhance adhesive joint strength. 

 

 

Fig. 6.16 3-D representation of overlap length influence on the joint strength as a function of adherend thickness and 

yield stress for the adhesive ultimate tensile stress of σa=25MPa. 

 

 

Fig. 6.17 3-D representation of overlap length influence on the joint strength as a function of adherend thickness and 

yield stress for the adhesive ultimate tensile stress of σa=40MPa 
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6.2.4 Adhesive Fracture Energy Rate Effect    

In the case of applying cohesive zone model, specific fracture energy Г and separation 

strength are two substantial parameters, which would affect the failure load of adhesive joints 

together. Among them, the influence of separation strength has been investigated by many authors 

[52-55]. Therefore, the influence of Г is included by keeping separation strength identical. 

However, in many adhesive applications, increasing the fracture energy rate substantially rises the 

load carrying capacity of the adhesive joints. On the contrary, it is worth to analyse individual 

effect of fracture energy in the traction-separation curves of the cohesive zone model as seen in 

Fig. 6.18, 6.19 and 6.20.  Five different specific fracture energy values of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4N/mm 

are selected for the evaluation process. The curves are constructed using the initial stiffness value 

K0 as a slope of line up to maximum traction. Then the adhesive strengths (15, 25 and 40MPa) are 

assumed to be critical separation stress in normal direction. The critical stress in shear direction 

would be calculated considering the Von-Mises approach such that τ equals to 0.577σ. It is 

observed that the fracture energy influence emerges ignorable response until the initiation of 

separation for the adhesive strength of 15MPa (see Fig. 6.18). Then it increases the toughness of 

the adhesive layer causing the joint to elongate more until the fracture. In this case, it leads to joint 

ration and fast slow crack propagation during the loading after critical stress value is reached. 

Although it doesn’t change the separation dramatically, the fast crack growth can be prevented in 

case of employing low strength adhesive (σa=15-25MPa). In contrast, the situation differs slightly  

  

Fig. 6.18 Normal (on the left) and shear (on the right) traction-separation lines of the adhesive at various fracture 

energy values for critical traction σa=15MPa. 
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for the high strength adhesive (in Fig. 6.20). Because a negative slope after the critical traction 

stress is obtained for Г=0.25 and 0.5N/mm. At this point, it is quaite notable that the strength and 

stiffness of the adhesive should be higher than its nominal value in Fig. 6.20. Excepting the high 

strength adhesives, the influence of fracture energy for identical critical stress values is not an 

important isue. To ensure of the positive slope value, the fracture energy is taken as 1N/mm for 

failure load estimation in the present study. 

  

Fig. 6.19 Normal (on the left) and shear (on the right) traction-separation lines of the adhesive at various fracture 

energy values for critical traction σa=25MPa. 

  

Fig. 6.20 Normal (on the left) and shear (on the right) traction-separation lines of the adhesive at various fracture 

energy values for critical traction σa=40MPa. 
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6.3 Adhesive Damage Model Analysis  

Apart from the estimation of failure loads, the response of single lap joints under applied 

displacement is also a critical issue in terms of full scale damage analysis. In the adhesive joint 

there are mainly two types of failure; adhesive failure and cohesive failure at the interfaces. In this 

numerical model, cohesive failure is only covered since the bonded layer modelled with zero 

thickness cohesive zone. To perform this task, the displacement “u” is applied at one end of the 

joint then the reaction force per unit with (N/mm) is recorded during the FE simulation. The damage 

analysis is performed considering the random joint configuration for each overlap length of 10, 20, 

30, 40 and 50mm. Because overlap length and adherend thickness have a dominant factor on failure 

occurrence. For example, the load versus displacement diagram for L=10mm is given in Fig. 6.21 

to evaluate failure mechanism. In this plot, the failure is examined at four different stages (see 

points a, b, c and d) which represent linear elastic, plastic, damage initiation and late stage damage 

propagation, respectively. The Von Mises stress distribution in the vicinity of bonded area 

corresponding to each marked point is shown in Fig. 6.22. The adhesive strength and adherend 

yield point is taken 25MPa and 300MPa simulating medium material parameters of the study. The 

joint exhibits a linear response up to point b then the adherend plasticization initiates. Then at point 

c, first damage initiation starts at point c, the adhesive reaches its maximum load carrying capacity  

 

Fig. 6.21 Numerical predicted uni-axial load versus displacement response and failure steps of the L10 single lap 

joint configuration. 
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Fig. 6.22 Von-Mises stress distribution in the vicinity of the bonded area of the simulated L10 joint configuration 

(red is the maximum positive and blue is the minimum positive). The a-d subplots correspond to the linear elastic, 

plastic, damage initiation and late stage damage propagation, respectively, as described in Fig. 6.21. 

and the load drops drastically (see Fig. 6.21). Finally, the crack propagation is completed at point 

d and full fracture occurs. Fig. 6.22 explains the progressive failure steps based on the Von Mises 

stress variation in the bonded area vicinity. At each consecutive instant, the magnitude of the 

stresses gets larger at the joint extremities and bonded length up to the last stage then the stress in 

the joint goes zero level (visible in full blue region in Fig. 6.22.d) since complete separation is 

achieved.        

The progressive failure mechanism emerges the similar trends as mentioned above 

paragraph. But the geometrical design parameters such as overlap length and adherend rigidity can 

slightly change the failure behavior. For example, the trend of the load in Fig. 6.23 has a wider 

plastic region between the point b and d. This is result of applying low strength adherend with a 

yield strength of 200MPa and thickness of 1mm. Although, linear elastic region and plasticization 

remain similar to those in the previous figure, the joint exposes to high plastic deformation as result 

of reaching yield point of the adherend material (200MPa) before the failure initiation in the 

adhesive. For this kind of situations, a detail examination is needed to exactly understand either the 

adherend or adhesive fails. In order to seek a solution, progressive failure stages in the vicinity of 

bonded area corresponding to each point on the curve are illustrated in Fig. 6.24. Therefore, first 

separation of the cohesive zone is detected in Fig. 6.24d as an indication of the adhesive failure.    

a 

b 

d 

c 
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Accordingly, stress distribution around the overlap endpoints is generally the reason of the failure 

initiation due to local peak values as shown in Fig. 6.24. The regions in full red color characterize 

the plastic stresses which is quite apparent in Fig. 6.24d. When the first separation appeared the 

global joint stiffness drops dramatically then yields a sudden crack propagation up to final fracture.  

 

Fig. 6.23 Numerical predicted uni-axial load versus displacement response and failure steps of the L20 single lap 

joint configuration. 

 

 

Fig. 6.24 Von-Mises stress distribution in the vicinity of the bonded area of the simulated L20 joint configuration 

(red is the maximum positive and blue is the minimum positive). The a-d subplots correspond to the linear elastic, 

plastic, damage initiation and late stage damage propagation, respectively, as described in Fig. 6.23. 

a 

b 

c 

d 
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The highest value of adhesive strength and adherend yield point (σa= 40MPa and σy=400MPa) are 

employed in Fig. 6.25 to describe damage level of cohesive elements. The figure implies that the 

adherend remains nearly in the elastic region until the softening process take place so that a low 

span of plastic deformation is observed. Furthermore, relatively low joint rotation due to high 

adherend rigidity (σy=400MPa and t=2mm) and high separation strength would be pointed as a 

reason of attaining high failure loads up to 900N/mm (see Fig. 6.25). Based on the above results, 

increasing the overlap length is not only the critical parameter. Besides, adherend rigidity controls 

also behavior of load-displacement curve. In other words, the damage initiation occurs at nearly 

u=0.056mm (where damage variable is D=0) then completed at u=0.06mm (where damage variable 

is D=1). The softening process and final failure occur drastically within the displacement range of 

0.004mm. This is a typical brittle failure mode under the dominant effect of peeling stresses that is 

highly localized at the joint extremities as seen in Fig. 6.26a, b, c and d, progressively. Note that 

the adherend bottom side having only the high stresses (depicted in red color) can be addressed as 

an evidence for the above statement. Similarly, in the middle regions of the bonded area vicinity, 

a small amount of stress is handled, which demonstrates the bonded area is not in full use (see 

Fig.6.26). It can be figured out from the FE simulations that the failure initiates at the edge of 

bonded length and propagates through the middle of the joint for single lap joints. 

 

Fig. 6.25 Numerical predicted uni-axial load versus displacement response and failure steps of the L30 single lap 

joint configuration. 
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Fig. 6.26 Von-Mises stress distribution in the vicinity of the bonded area of the simulated L30 joint configuration 

(red is the maximum positive and blue is the minimum positive). The a-d subplots correspond to the linear elastic, 

plastic, damage initiation and late stage damage propagation, respectively, as described in Fig. 6.25. 

The load versus applied displacement diagrams of 40 and 50mm overlap lengths are illustrated in 

Fig. 6.27. The plots are constructed adopting the similar material parameter ratio (σy/σa=8) for L40 

and L50 joint configuration enabling to see effect of overlap length on the failure mechanism. For 

the large overlap lengths, the damage level can be assessed by the ratio between damaged and entire 

overlap length. It is concluded that the adherend fully reaches plastic region prior to adhesive 

critical stress. Apart from the small overlap lengths, no sudden drop is appeared after reaching the 

peak load value for both overlap length of 40 and 50mm (see Fig. 6.27). This is an indication of 

that the adhesive layer still carries load in the softening stage. This smooth load drop is more visible 

for L50, which exhibits nearly similar trend comparing to the L40 joint series. As the overlap length 

is increased further, the damage level of the cohesive zone attains to saturation, which means that 

the full adhesive layer is made full use of. After that, increasing the overlap length further with less 

rigid adherends would just rise up the dissipated energy during the softening process. However, it 

would not make a considerable change in failure load since the adherends reach their limits of 

saturation as mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. The normalized peeling stresses for larger 

a 

b 

c 

d 
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overlap lengths are described to be higher. But the rest of the bonded area are almost with zero 

level peeling stress. As an example, the joint continues to carry load after first damage is observed. 

This case is depicted in Fig 6.28c, d and e for L=50mm.  

 

Fig. 6.27 Numerical predicted uni-axial load versus displacement response and failure steps of the L40 and L50 

single lap joint configurations. 

 

 

Fig. 6.28 Von-Mises stress distribution in the vicinity of the bonded area of the simulated L40 (on the left) and L50 

(on the right) joint configurations (red is the maximum positive and blue is the minimum positive). The a-e subplots 

correspond to the linear elastic, plastic, damage initiation, late stage damage propagation and full debonding, 

respectively, as described in Fig. 6.27. 
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6.4 Parameter Normalization for Dimensional Analysis   

The effect of various parameters on the performance of the single lap joints are investigated 

individually by means of accomplished FE simulations up to here. But it not sufficient to express 

how these parameters influence together the load carrying capacity of the adhesive joints. At the 

same time, the manufacture of the adhesive joints at different material properties and dimensions 

require some series of normalized (dimensionless) design parameters for the maximum joint 

performance. To perform this task, following normalized design parameters are considered for a 

general adhesive joint design methodology; 

 Based on the results presented in this chapter, the geometry parameters L and t have 

great effect on the failure concept of bonded structures. Both of them increases the 

joint strength up to a certain point (saturation limit). For this reason the ratio L/t is 

selected to be a critical geometric parameter. The load carrying capacity of a single 

lap joint goes up directly with the increasing L/t ratios. It is suggested to be within 

range of 20 and 30 for low strength adhesive applications according to Fig. 6.29. 

But there is also a limitation of increasing t values regarding to the joint efficiency 

aspect, which is introduced in the next section. 

 Secondly, the material properties of both adhesive and adherend material are the 

other vital factor. Because both of them have a positive impact on failure load. 

However, there is usually a restriction of using high strength adherend and adhesive 

material. They should be somehow optimized to meet required strength in the 

joining process. It is anticipated that only one normalized material parameter can be 

derived. The ratio σa/σy can be chosen as material dependent design parameter. In 

this way, this ratio should be chosen as higher as possible in the design stage to 

obtain higher failure loads. Contrary, it is not an efficient tool since the joints reach 

their saturation limits with thin adherends as illustrated in Fig. 6.29 where t=1mm. 

 In order to decide how much bond strength is required to meet the adherend 

strength, a dimensionless parameter should be introduced. Basically, the ratio of the 

joint failure load in unit width and the tensile strength of the adherend material can 

be a comparison tool. This parameter (F/σyt) exhibits the joint efficiency, 

approximately neglecting the rotation (bending effect).  
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σy=200MPa and t=1mm σy=200MPa and t=2mm σy=200MPa and t=3mm 

   

σy=300MPa and t=1mm σy=300MPa and t=2mm σy=300MPa and t=3mm 

   

σy=400MPa and t=1mm σy=400MPa and t=2mm σy=400MPa and t=3mm 

Fig. 6.29 Variation of the joint eficiency (performance) corresponding to various  dimensionless design parameters. 
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Regarding the normalized design parameters (i.e L/t and σa/σy) the variation of the joint 

efficiency “F/σyt” are depicted, consecutively in the subplots of Fig. 6.29. The green line over the 

horizontal axis represents the ideal case at which the adherend and adhesive layer strength are 

identical. In practical applications, the joint efficiency should not be higher than 1 so that utilizing 

excessive overlap length and adhesive strength are avoided. For this reason, the joint configurations 

above the green line (i.e where F/σyt=1) are not suitable for the optimum joint design. The subplots 

presents the variation of the joint efficiency for different L/t and σa/σy ratios (see Fig. 6.29). 

According to results, increasing the L/t ratio above 20 is not reasonable for thin adherends because 

the adherend strength is exceeded. Similarly, it is suggested to be lower than 15 for medium and 

high thickness adherends. However, implementing large thicknesses such that t is greater than 3mm 

is observed to remain under the ideal line (see Fig. 6.29 for t=3mm). It is emphasized that the 

material parameter “σa/σy” is the other critical factor particularly for more rigid adherends. It alters 

the joint efficiency sharply (nearly double) at moderate L/t values, which is shown in Fig. 6.29. On 

the other hand, the influence of these parameters eventually disappears when the joint configuration 

reaches critical or saturation limit. The saturation limits of the joints comprising the thin adherend 

(t=1mm) can be observed at the point where L/t ratio is about 40 (Fig. 6.29).  

The design parameters (i.e F/σyt, σa/σy and L/t) are anticipated to be the most significant 

issue, which needs to be taken into consideration during the design stage. It is found out that the 

relationship among them can be nearly correlated by a linear function if the saturation limit 

determined. The feasibility of the efficiency would be given in the range 0.5 and 1 for an optimum 

joint design considering the efficiency scatters in the above subplots. As a result of FE simulations, 

the adherend thickness is found out to be more dominant than adherend yield point. Because, it 

controls the saturation limit of the joint, which including high nonlinearity due to inducing high 

amount of peeling stresses and joint eccentricity. Thus the regions below the green line can be 

recommended as an efficient and optimum joint design. The interval of each parameter on the 

curves (see Fig. 6.29) can be calculated in the case of satisfying optimum joint conditions.   
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7 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

 

 

In this thesis, a progressive failure model in ABAQUS® is employed to investigate load 

carrying capacity of the adhesive joints. An analytical expression of nonlinear material model for 

both adhesive and adherend material is established. FE simulations are performed considering the 

nonlinear geometry, elastic-plastic adhesive and adherend material in order to examine their 

influences on the joint strength and stress distributions. Adhesive layer is replaced by a zero 

thickness cohesive zone model to extensively understand the joint response as the thickness goes 

to zero. Besides the thickness effect on the intrinsic adhesive properties are presented as an 

analytical formulation. The parameters such as adhesive stiffness, tensile strength, fracture energy 

rate and yield stress of the adherend material are chosen to be analyzed for the joint strength 

evaluation. For this reason, the parameters are divided into two groups; geometry parameters 

(overlap length and adherend thickness), material parameters (yield stress of adherend, ultimate 

tensile strength of adhesive, fracture energy rate and initial stiffness). The overlap lengths of 10, 

20, 30, 40 and 50mm corresponding to adherend thicknesses of 1, 2 and 3mm are selected as the 

geometrical parameters. The adhesive tensile strength of 15, 25 and 40MPa with the adherend yield 

stress of 200, 300 and 400MPa are considered. The trends of the adhesive joint strengths are given 

depending on the each parameter series above. Then some dimensionless design parameters are 

introduced with their effective ranges for an optimum joint design. An extensive experimental 

procedure is followed to validate FE results for various joint coupons, which includes 
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determination of cohesive zone parameters, experimentally. Consequently, following conclusions 

are drawn as a result of performed experiments and progressive FE simulations; 

 The nonlinear material model for the structural steels can be approximated and 

implemented in the joint strength evaluation using power law as described in Eq. 

4.16. Similarly, Eq. 4.17 and 4.18 are proposed to express non-linear material 

behavior of ductile and brittle epoxy adhesives, respectively. It is proven that the 

experimental tensile test results of ductile (Veropal HE-20) and brittle (Carboresin) 

adhesives are fitted by the proposed material models with a regression coefficient 

of R2=0.99 and R2=0.976, respectively. 

 The error between experimental and FE failure load results remain below 18% for 

five different overlap lengths  (10, 20, 30, 40 and 50mm) and two adherend 

thicknesses (1.5 and 2mm) for both epoxy adhesive type. It indicates that the 

proposed FE progressive failure model is an efficient tool in estimating strength of 

the adhesive joints.  

 Application of zero thickness adhesive layer exhibited similar trends of stress 

distributions comparing to those with non-zero thicknesses. However, it reduces the 

joint eccentricity so that the normalized stress values at the joint extremities drop 

up to 1.5 for lower overlap lengths.  

 The most dominant parameter are decided to the adherend thickness and overlap 

length, which can drastically change the joint strength up to 250% corresponding to 

same material configuration. Besides the influence of initial stiffness value is 

negligible since the adhesive layer is modelled to be infinitely thin. Although, 

fracture energy rate increases the joint strength, it has no considerable impact in the 

case of comparing the adhesives having the identical separation stress. But 

increasing the fracture energy rate only result in larger elongation in fracture.  

 In design stage of the adhesive joints, three dimensionless parameters (L/t, σa/σy and 

F/ σyt) are proposed for an optimum joint design. The range of each parameter 

should be controlled precisely since each joint configuration has a saturation state 

at which increasing one of them does not contribute the joint strength. Additionally, 

the strength of the joint has nearly a linear proportionality as a function of these 

parameters up to aforementioned critical point (saturation state).  
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Appendices 

 

APPENDIX 1. GLOSSARY OF TERMS (BASED ON BSI AND ASTM DEFINITIONS) 

 

Adherend: Body that is or intended to be held to another body by an adhesive. 

Adherend failure: Failure of a joint in the body of the adherend. 

Adhesion: State in which two surfaces are held together by interfacial bonds. 

Adhesive: Non-metallic substance capable of joining materials by surface bonding (adhesion), the bonding possessing 

adequate internal strength (cohesion). 

Adhesive failure: Failure of an adhesive bond, such that separation appears to be at the adhesive/adherend interface. 

ASTM: American Society for Testing and Materials. 

Bond: The union of materials by adhesives. 

Bond-line: The layer of adhesive, which attaches two adherends. 

Bond strength: The unit of load applied to tension, compression, flexure, peel, impact, cleavage, or shear, required to 

break an adhesive assembly with failure occurring in or near the plane of the bond. 

BSI: British Standards Institute 

Bulk adhesive: The adhesive unaltered by the adherend. 

Cleavage: Mode of application of a force to a joint between rigid adherends, which is not uniform over the whole area, 

but results in a stress concentrated at one edge. 

Cohesion: The ability of the adhesive to resist splitting or rupture. 

Cohesive failure: Failure within the body of the adhesive (i.e. not at the interface). 

Cure: To set or harden by means of a chemical reaction. 

Cure time: Time required to affect a cure at a given temperature. 

Durability: The endurance of joint strength relative to the required service conditions. 

Elastomer: A rubbery material that returns to approximately its original dimensions in a short time after undergoing 

a large amount of deformation. 

Environmental test: Test to assess the performance of an assembly under service conditions. 

Glass transition: A reversible change in an amorphous polymer or in amorphous regions of a partially crystalline 

polymer from (or to) a viscous or rubbery condition to (or from) a hard and relatively brittle one. 

ISO: International Standards Organisation. 

Lap joint: Joint made by placing one adherend partly over another and bonding together the overlapped portions. 

Open time: Time interval from when an adhesive is applied to when the material becomes unworkable. 

Peel: Mode of application of a force to a joint in which one or both of the adherends is flexible and which the stress is 

concentrated at a boundary. 

Plasticisation: Increase in softness, flexibility, and extensibility of an adhesive. 
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Post-cure: Further treatment by time and/or temperature of an adhesive to obtain the required properties by curing. 

Shear: Mode of application of a force to a joint that acts in the plane of the bond. 

Strain: Unit change due to force in size of body relative to its original size. 

Stress: Force exerted per unit area at a point within a plane. 

Stress-strain diagram (or curve): A diagram in which corresponding values of stress and strain are plotted against 

each other. 

Structural bond: A bond, which is capable of sustaining in a structure a specified strength level under a combination 

of stresses for a specified time. 

Substrate: An adherend, a material upon which an adhesive is applied. 

Surface preparation (or treatment): Physical and/or chemical treatments applied to adherends to render them suitable 

or more suitable for adhesive bonding. 

Tension: Mode of application of a tensile force normal to the plane of a joint between rigid adherends and uniformly 

distributed over the whole area of the bond-line. 

Thermoset: A resin that is substantially infusible and insoluble after being cured. 

Thermoplastic: A material that can be repeatedly softened by heating. 

Viscosity: Resistance of a liquid material to flow. 

Wet strength: Strength of an adhesive bond determined immediately after removal from a liquid in which it has 

immersed under specified conditions. 

Wetting: A surface is considered completely wet by a liquid if the contact angle is zero, and incompletely wet if the 

contact angle has a finite value. 

Yield stress: The stress (either normal or shear) at which a marked increase in deformation occurs without an increase 

in load. 

Yield strain: The strain, below which a material acts in an elastic manner, and above which it begins to exhibit 

permanent deformation. 
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